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Reporter's Notebook: China
By Xiao Chi An

"I have good news," Fan Xiaoli told her brother, Fan Dayi, on the phone one day in August 2008 (the
family's names have been changed). "I've finally found someone who can help us to send Yuanyuan to
the school." 

They were talking about how to get Yuanyuan, Fan Xiaoli's daughter, into a prestigious junior high
school in Guangzhou. When test results were released in mid-July, Yuanyuan did not do well enough
to meet the school's entrance requirements. Xiaoli was as disappointed as her daughter. She then
decided, as many Chinese people in the same situation do, to try to find someone who could help.
Through a colleague, she got to know a Mr. Yang, who claimed to know "some decision-maker in
government" and said he could help get the girl admitted to the school if Xiaoli paid him 70,000 yuan
(US$10,257). "I know it is corruption," Xiaoli said, "but it works and everybody is willing to do it if they
can afford the money." She paid the money and by mid-August, Yuanyuan got an offer from the
school. 

"It is not so bad a deal for my sister because she wants her daughter to go to the school and she can
afford the money," Fan Dayi said, "but it is sad for the people in this country. There is too much
corruption. Nominally, we have all kinds of laws, regulations and responsible officials, but in reality,
only money and guangxi (nepotism or relations) work when people want something done in this
society." 

Longing for a Harsher Time

Fan Dayi's view probably reflects that of many common people in China. From the outside, China has
seen impressive economic growth and prosperity in the last three decades. But for ordinary people,
especially those who live in rural counties or are members of the urban lower class, life is another
story — one of rising inequality, poverty, a tattered social safety net, abuse of power and, above all,
widespread corruption. 

"I am sure that China is one of the most corrupt countries in the world. There is only one solution to the
problem: to execute those corrupt officials," said Li Yao, a 45-year-old man from Shanxi province with
a high school diploma who works in Guangzhou as a librarian. "Ethics were destroyed by commercial
and business forces. I wish we were under the leadership of Mao Zedong. Politics were very clean
during his time." 

By most standards, Mao's China was a horrific country full of infighting, discrimination toward
peasants, arbitrary actions by officials, disorder, poverty and hunger, but corruption is so rampant now
that many people, especially the underprivileged like Li Yao, are talking about the "good times of
Mao's China." 

"Mao was not very good," said Zhao Jin, a 65-year-old peasant in a mountainous village in Anhui
province, "but his cadres were not as greedy as today's officials." On June 25, 2008, a collapse in an
iron mine located in Zhao's town killed 12 people. The accident was covered by many journalists.
Following an investigation, the local government and police accused mine owners of operating illegally,
and said that two of them had been arrested. "Who can run such a big iron mine without the permission
of the government or police?" Zhao asked. "In fact, the local officials and police have interests in the
mine, and they gained big money from it. Now it is in trouble and they arrested the owners as
scapegoats. That is major corruption!" 

Simmering Discontent

Corruption in China is concentrated in sectors that have extensive state involvement: infrastructure
projects, sale of land use rights and real estate, governmental procurement, financial services and
heavily regulated industries. Officials often collude with illegal groups to gain dirty money. In response,
many protests, even riots, take place every year. For example, a violent riot was sparked by the death
of a schoolgirl in Wengan county of Guizhou province in June 2008. Refusing to believe the
government's explanation for the girl's death, people went into the streets, attacked police and burned
government buildings. 



According to the Guizhou provincial government, the riot was ignited by the people's long-simmering
anger at the local government's management of issues such as mining, demolition, immigration, land
use and so on. The local government and police even work with the organized crime. 

"The real reason for the Wengan riot is typical of corruption in China," said Huang Bin, an associate
professor of politics at a university in Guangzhou. "If the party and the government don't draw some
lessons from the incident, the future of the country and the party will be in jeopardy." 

The authoritarian Chinese Communist Party (CCP) certainly realizes the situation, as almost every
case of corruption involves CCP party members. To its credit, the CCP does take measures to fight
and prevent corruption. In the last decade, the rooting out of corruption had been a very important topic
at all the big party conventions. The last five years brought arrest, trial and imprisonment for dozens of
high-ranking officials, including the former party chief of Guizhou province, the former party chief of
Shanghai, the former vice-party chief of Shandong province, the former vice-governor of Anhui
province and many other ministerial-level officials. Two of them were executed. According to statistics
from Supreme People's Procuratorate, between January 2003 and August 2006, 67,505 officials were
punished for corruption, an average of 1,600 officials punished every month. 

Inadequate Measures Taken

China announced the establishment of the National Bureau of Corruption Prevention (NBCP) in
September 2007 "to meet the need to effectively prevent corruption in China." The National People's
Congress also introduced some laws to deal with corruption in recent years. 

"All these measurements are superficial, and they cannot solve the problem essentially," Huang said.
"It is a systemic problem. One characteristic of the political system in China is that nobody can check
the power of the CCP. The party in power is the only one who can monitor itself. The most powerful
anti-corruption organization is the Central Discipline and Inspection Commission (CDIC) of the CCP.
But there is no transparency in the operation of the CDIC and people don't know what they are doing;
neither do they trust them. Furthermore, the CDIC is a branch organization of the CCP. You should
not expect such a system and organization to eradicate corruption." 

"There is another important factor when we talk about anti-corruption," said Li Hua, an editor in
Guangzhou. "We lack freedom of expression to check those in power." He added: "Very often, when
journalists get tips and collect evidence of corruption, the Propaganda Department of the Party forbids
us to cover the stories. The coverage of corruption in the news is allowed by the party only after it has
made a decision. That is to say, the party and government decide when to report, what to report and
how to report. They control the media. How can the media play the role of monitor for the people?" In
addition to regular censorship, the media cannot publish "negative stories," including protests and
major corruption scandals during major events such as the CCP's national convention and the
Olympics. "I guess that is why we don't see big corruption cases this year," Li said. 

"It is dangerous," Huang Bin said. "People can sense corruption everywhere in their lives. They
demand a more effective and clean government, but the CCP and its government cannot find a way to
solve the problem; they just throw the word 'anti-corruption' around, or they just don't want to lose their
power and let corruption go on. Society's anger is accumulating. Any minor incident could result in big
chaos; nobody will win in that situation."



China: Corruption Timeline
September 9, 1997 — Former Beijing Mayor Chen Xitong is found guilty on charges of corruption in a
scandal in which he lost 20 million yuan (US$2.6 million) of public funds. Chen is forced to resign from
his position and give up his bureaucratic privileges, and is detained for further investigations of
corruption two years earlier. He is sentenced to 16 years in prison but, after serving eight, the
president grants him conditional release. 

December 30, 1997 — The government puts into effect new rules that restrict the use of the Internet.
The rules impose fines of up to 13,000 yuan (US$1,800). The banned activities include promotion of
regional separatism or independence for Taiwan and defaming government agencies. 

July 1999 — An Jun, who founded the China Corruption Monitor in 1998, is arrested for writing critical
essays about the Communist Party. Prosecutors use unpublished essays of An Jun as evidence
supporting his aim to undermine the government. He is jailed in 2000 for four years on charges of
subversion. 

January 26, 2000 — China orders companies to register software used to transmit sensitive data and
threatens punishment for letting government secrets slip onto the Web. Everyone from Internet server
operators to chat-room users must gain approval from agencies protecting government secrets before
publishing previously unreleased information online. 

March 8, 2000 — Hu Changqing, a former official of Jianxi province, is executed. He was accused of
taking bribes worth more than US$600,000 in exchange for providing business permits that allowed
people to move to Hong Kong. 

March 14, 2000 — Huang Faxiang, former chief of the Land Resources Bureau of Fengdu County
under Chongqing Municipality, is found guilty of embezzling 15.6 million yuan (US$2.1 million) from
land sales, money meant to aid farmers who were dislocated by the Three Gorges Dam Project, and
is sentenced to death. 

May 6, 2000 — According to a report published by the International Rivers Network, Jin Wenchao,
manager of the Three Gorges Dam Project, is detained for siphoning more than 1 billion yuan
(US$132.3 million). The Network says that Jin had borrowed money from financial institutions and
invested the funds into various businesses, trusts and corporations that went bankrupt and never
produced profits. 

September 2000 — Cheng Kejie, a deputy chairman in the National People's Congress, is executed.
He was found guilty of taking nearly 37 million yuan (US$5 million) in bribes. He is the most senior
official to be given the death penalty for charges of bribery in 50 years. 

When Cheng was the chief of the regional government of Guanxi from 1992 to 1998, he sold
government-owned land under market price, granted development contracts and offered 14 officials
promotions and transfers in return for bribes. 

January 2001 — Economist He Qinglian, a former reporter for Shenzhen Legal Daily, flees China
after she is harassed by Chinese security agents who seize her documents, cell phone and letters. 

Before her departure, the Chinese Communist Party banned publications of her book, China's Pitfalls,
for its disclosure of the income gap in China. She was ousted from her position as a reporter at Shenzhen Legal Daily
Shenzhen Legal Daily and her whereabouts were monitored by government officials. In 2000,
Guandong's Publicity Bureau had ordered newspapers and journals not to publish articles and papers
by He. 

February 2001 — Chinese government officials initiate a concentrated effort to resolve issues of tax
fraud, which is considered to be the most serious case of corruption since the Communist Party came
into power in 1949. The tax frauds center on efforts to issue fake export certificates, which enable
manufacturers to obtain tax rebates from the government. 

The Financial Times newspaper estimates the total value of the fraud to be more than £4.4 billion
(US$8.9 billion). 

March 2001 — Beijing bans future sales of Time magazine after it features an article about Falun



Gong, a spiritual group whose faith is based on Chinese religions and meditation exercises. The group
was banned in July 1999 by the government and was denounced as an evil cult by Beijing.. 

January 2002 — China International Television Corporation's mandate for foreign TV channels to
transmit through a government "rebroadcast platform" takes effect. This form of broadcasting makes
censorship of incoming foreign broadcasts easier. 

March 2002 — Xiao Yang, president of the Supreme Court in China, submits an annual work report to
the Parliament in which he states that almost 1,000 court officials were disciplined the year before for
corruption. He emphasizes that a lack of supervision has led to cases of judicial officials violating laws
and performing incompetently. 

August 2002 — Zhu Xiaohua, former head of the government enterprise Everbright Group, which
controls China's sixth-largest commercial bank, is found guilty on charges of corruption and bribery
and sentenced to 15 years in jail. He is accused of taking bribes worth more than 4 million yuan
(US$533,084). 

Unlike other people who are found guilty of corruption, Zhu avoids the death sentence because he
admits to taking additional bribes that prosecutors were not aware of. He is instead jailed for 15 years. 

March 2003 — Hu Jintao is elected president. He replaces Jiang Zemin, who has served as president
for 10 years. 

2005 — Hu Angang and Guo Yong, academics from Beijing's Qinghua University, publish a paper that
estimates that 10 to 20 percent of corruption cases are solved and, of those cases, only 6.6 percent of
party officials who are found guilty of corruption receive criminal punishment. 

Officials are only prosecuted for corruption if the cases involve more than 2,000 yuan (US$264).
Ordinary citizens are usually jailed for cases that involve less money, the researchers find. 

November 2005 — Ching Cheong, a correspondent of Strait Times, is denied an appeal hearing that
was filed in response to accusations that he spied for the Taiwanese intelligence agency. 

Ching, a resident of Hong Kong, was arrested in August 2005 because of his attempts to procure
transcripts of interviews from former leader Zhao Ziyang. He is charged with using his journalistic
contacts to obtain information for an academic institution in Taiwan. 

January 2006 — The editor of the national newspaper China Youth, Li Datong, openly files a
complaint with the Communist Party's internal affairs unit after a supplement to the newspaper called Bing Dian
Bing Dian is shut down because of essays criticizing academic textbooks' biased views of Chinese
history. 

Bing Dian reopens, but editors Li Datong and Lo Yuegang are removed from their posts and demoted
to positions at the News Research Institute. 

February 2006 — An editor of the local newspaper Taizhou Ribao, Wu Xianghu, dies from injuries
after being assaulted a few months earlier by traffic police. The police violently entered the
newspaper's office and severely beat Wu punishing him for his written reports accusing them of
corruption. Local media are told not to report on his death, and no criminal charges are reported. 

July 2006 — A corruption scandal is uncovered in Shanghai that involves the theft of one-third of the
city's social security fund worth 8.8 billion yuan (US$1.2 billion). Officials claim that 15 billion yuan
(US$2 billion) had been embezzled since 1998. A full-scale investigation is launched. In September,
the investigation brings down the city's top official, Chen Liangyu. Eight other senior officials and
business leaders are also dismissed. 

The stolen money was used to make illegal loans and investments in real estate and infrastructure
such as a toll-road project. The investments lost 3.5 billion yuan (US$475 million). 

According to the BBC, Chen's dismissal gives Hu Jintao, the Communist Party secretary and Chen's
longtime political rival, the opportunity to strengthen his leadership role within the party as well as the
nation. Chen's allegiance to former party leader Jiang Zemin made him unpopular to Jintao, therefore
his departure, along with National People's Congress's redistribution of jobs the following year, allows
Jintao to appoint his political allies for his next term. 



In April 2008, Chen Liangyu is sentenced to 18 years in prison. 

February 12, 2007 — After spending more than three years in jail, amounting to half the sentence he
had received, the former editor of Nanfang Dushi Bao, Li Minying, is released. Li, along with former
Deputy Editor in Chief Yu Huafeng, was prosecuted on charges of corruption in 2004 for writing about
politically sensitive issues in the newspaper. The reports addressed pressing health and social issues
and criticized the government for its neglect and incompetence in dealing with them. 

May 29, 2007 — Zheng Xiaoyu, former head of State Food and Drug Administration, is sentenced to
death after being convicted of corruption. He was accused of accepting bribes worth more than 6.5
million yuan (US$860,243) to approve hundreds of drugs. 

After numerous deaths and scandals were linked to substandard medicine quality and standards,
China's State Food and Drug Administration investigated 170,000 medicines produced by
manufacturers that had allegedly bribed Zheng for production licenses. 

June 2007 — After TV footage showing hundreds of child slaves working in a brick factory being
beaten with shovels, whipped by thug overseers and guarded in concentration camp-like conditions by
vicious dogs, new labor laws are introduced to safeguard people from such incidents. 

July 2007 — China's food and drug agency chief, Zheng Xiaoyu, is executed for taking bribes. 

September 2007 — China announces the establishment of the National Bureau of Corruption
Prevention. The head of the bureau, Ma Wen, says the organization will focus on supervising and
regulating the use of power. Wen said it will adopt effective measures to prevent the abuse of power.
She also says that the bureau will study ways to stem corruption at its roots, improve corruption
prevention systems, push for the sound operation of these systems, and coordinate efforts to prevent
corruption in various government departments. 

October 2007 — The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace releases a report stating
corruption costs China as much as $86 billion a year and poses one of the most serious threats to its
economic and political stability. The report says even though the country has more than 1,200 laws
and directives against corruption, bribery, kickbacks and theft account for about 10 percent of
government spending and transactions. 

March 2008 — The New York Times reports, "Violence erupted in a busy market area of the Tibetan
capital, Lhasa, as Buddhist monks and other ethnic Tibetans brawled with Chinese security forces in
bloody clashes. Witnesses said angry Tibetan crowds burned shops, cars, military vehicles and at least
one tourist bus. State media said at least 10 people died. The chaotic scene was the latest, and most
violent, confrontation in a series of protests that began on Monday and now represent a major
challenge to the ruling Communist Party as it prepares to play host to the Olympic Games in August." 

April 2008 — The Political Bureau of the Communist Party of China passes a five-year plan for the
party's prevention and punishment of corruption. The plan aims to establish a system to punish and
prevent corruption. It also includes punitive measures, which would combine punishment with
education, supervision of officials and improving China's judicial system. 

June 2008 — The Chinese government fires 13 forestry officials in Zhenping county, in Shaanxi
province, for publishing fake photographs of a rare South China tiger that they hoped would prove its
existence. The officials paid a farmer accused of fabricating the pictures, who has been detained on
suspicion of fraud, a reward of 20,000 yuan ($US 2,900). 

July 2008 — The BBC reports. "China and Russia sign a treaty that ending a 40-year-old border
dispute which led to armed clashes during the Cold War." 

One of China's richest men, Liu Genshan, is arrested on suspicion of taking money from a highway
project in the eastern Zhejiang province. Genshan made his fortune on highways. According to
previous state-run press reports, the Yongjin highway is worth 7.5 billion yuan (US $1.1 billion). 



China: Facts
The Global Integrity Report provides a mix of qualitative and quantitative information. To encourage
comparisons between our data and other international datasets, we have collected a listing of some of
our favorite third-party datasets below. We encourage our readers to use this data to make
comparisons to the Integrity Indicators, and to use our source data in their original research. If you
have done work based on the Integrity Indicators, or are considering it, we want to hear from you.

Press Freedom Index
Assessment of how free media is at the national level. Source: Freedom House. More Recent Year
Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology: Expert Assessment, Scale from 0
(best) to 100 (worst).

Economic Freedom Index
Assesses the degree of market-oriented freedoms in a country at the national level. Source: Heritage
Foundation. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: Second half of 2006 and first
half of 2007. Methodology: Composite data from various sources, Scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Human Development Index
Measures achievement in three basic dimensions of human development (life expectancy, educational
level, and GDP per capita) at the national level. Source: United Nations Development Programme. Most Recent Year Published:
Most Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Composite data
from various sources, Scale from 0 (worst) to 1 (best).

Bribe Payers Index
Assessment of the propensity of firms to bribe when operating abroad. Source: Transparency
International. Most Recent Year Published: 2006. Year Data Gathered: 2006. Methodology:
Original business firm survey, Scale from 0 (worst) to 10 (best).

Corruption Perceptions Index
Measures the perception of the level of corruption in countries at the national level. Source:
Transparency International. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007 and
2008. Methodology: Composite data from various sources, Scale from 0 (worst) to 10 (best).

Open Budget Index
Assesses how open, transparent, and accessible national budgets are to their citizens. Source:
International Budget Partnership. Most Recent Year Published: 2006. Year Data Gathered: 2005; 
Methodology: Expert Assessment, Scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Failed States Index
Aggregates three types of indicators (social, political and economic) which are believed to cause state
failure (e.g. massive movement of refugees, internally displaced persons creating complex
humanitarian emergencies, etc.). Source: Fund for Peace. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. 
Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology: Composite data from various sources utilizing a software
tool that indexes and scans international and local media reports and other public documents for
keywords, low (best) to high (worst).

Worldwide Governance Indicators: Control of Corruption
Measures the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand
forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests. Source World
Bank In:stitute. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007 and 2008. 
Methodology: Composite data from various sources, Scale from -2.5 (worst) to 2.5 (best).

Worldwide Governance Indicators: Voice and Accountability
Measures the extent to which a country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their government,
as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media. Source: World Bank
Institute. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007 and 2008. Methodology:
Composite data from various sources, Scale from -2.5 (worst) to 2.5 (best).

GDP Per Capita (PPP)
Gross domestic product based on purchasing power parity (PPP) per capita. Source: International
Monetary Fund. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology:

http://www.globalintegrity.org/contact.cfm
http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=362
http://www.heritage.org/Index/
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/1.html
http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/bpi/bpi_2006
http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/cpi/2008
http://www.openbudgetindex.org/
http://www.fundforpeace.org/web/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=292&Itemid=452
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp
http://imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2008/02/weodata/index.aspx


Monetary Fund. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology:
Official government data.

Foreign Aid Per Capita (USD)
A measure of aid per capita, which includes both official development assistance (ODA) and official
aid, and is calculated by dividing total aid by the midyear population estimate. Source: World Bank. 
Most Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2006. Methodology: Composite data
from official government data, Scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Unemployment Total (% of labor force)
A measure of the estimated unemployment rate. Source: World Bank. Most Recent Year Published:
2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Official government data, Scale from 0 (best) to 100
(worst).

Gross External Debt (USD millions)
Calculation consists of all loans and other types of borrowing (such as bonds and export credits) by
the debtor owed to non-residents of the economy. Source: World Bank. Most Recent Year
Published:  2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Composite data from official
government data.

Poverty Rate
A measure of the percentage of the population living below the poverty line. Source: World Bank. 
Most Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: Latest available data from period 1990 to
2004. Methodology: Official government data, Scale from 0 (best) to 100 (worst).

Gini Index
The Gini coefficient measures income inequality at the national level. Source: World Bank. Most
Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: unavailable. Methodology: Official government
data, Scale from 0 (perfect equality) to 100 (absolute inequality).

Foreign Direct Investment, Net Inflows (as % of GDP)
Calculations based on World Bank data on foreign direct investment. Source: World Bank. Most
Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Official government data,
Scale from 0 (low) to 100 (high).

Life Expectancy
Annual estimate of life expectancy at birth at the national level. Source: United Nations. Most Recent
Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2006. Methodology: Official government data, Scale
from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Legatum Prosperity Index (Economic Competitiveness)
Measures factors that help to create economic growth and wealth accumulation. Source: Legatum
Institute. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2008. Methodology: Composite
data from various sources, Scale from low (worst) to high (best).

Legatum Prosperity Index (Comparative Liveability)
Measures individual well-being of a country's citizens. Source: Legatum Institute. Most Recent Year
Published:  2008. Year Data Gathered: 2008. Methodology: Composite data from various sources,
Scale from low (worst) to high (best).

Religious Freedom
Assesses the degree of religious freedom at the national level in a country. Source: CIRI Human
Rights Data Project. Most Recent Year Published: 2004. Year Data Gathered: 2003. Methodology:
Expert assessment, 0 (government places some restrictions on religious practices) and 1 (government
places no restrictions on religious practices).

http://go.worldbank.org/IIZPWQL7Y0
http://go.worldbank.org/X9FIYJEF10
http://go.worldbank.org/6ACHOW9C01
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/25.html
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/147.html
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/174.html
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/2.html
http://www.prosperity.com/ranking.aspx
http://www.prosperity.com/ranking.aspx
http://ciri.binghamton.edu/index.asp


China: Integrity Indicators Scorecard

Overall Score: 59 - Very Weak 
 
 
Category I Civil Society, Public Information and Media 61 Weak 
I-1 Civil Society Organizations 65  Weak 
I-2 Media 35  Very Weak 
I-3 Public Access to Information 83  Strong 
       
Category II Elections 42 Very Weak 
II-1 Voting & Citizen Participation 63  Weak 
II-2 Election Integrity 62  Weak 
II-3 Political Financing 2  Very Weak 
       
Category III Government Accountability 45 Very Weak 
III-1 Executive Accountability 47  Very Weak 
III-2 Legislative Accountability 32  Very Weak 
III-3 Judicial Accountability 46  Very Weak 
III-4 Budget Processes 54  Very Weak 
       
Category IV Administration and Civil Service 69 Weak 
IV-1 Civil Service Regulations 47  Very Weak 
IV-2 Whistle-blowing Measures 75  Moderate 
IV-3 Procurement 78  Moderate 
IV-4 Privatization 78  Moderate 
       
Category V Oversight and Regulation 74 Moderate 
V-1 National Ombudsman 80  Strong 
V-2 Supreme Audit Institution 84  Strong 
V-3 Taxes and Customs 71  Moderate 
V-4 State-Owned Enterprises 58  Very Weak 
V-5 Business Licensing and Regulation 75  Moderate 
       
Category VI Anti-Corruption and Rule of Law 65 Weak 
VI-1 Anti-Corruption Law 78  Moderate 



VI-2 Anti-Corruption Agency 59  Very Weak 
VI-3 Rule of Law 68  Weak 
VI-4 Law Enforcement 54  Very Weak 
       



1: Are anti-corruption/good governance CSOs legally protected?

1a    In law, citizens have a right to form civil society organizations (CSOs) focused on
anti-corruption or good governance.

Score: YES

References: On Oct. 25, 1998, then-Premier Zhu Rongji ratified Statute No. 250,
The Regulation of Social Organizations, dealing with the right to form
civil society organizations (CSOs). Article 1 recognized this right.
However, Articles 3 and 9 require that ruling organizations provide
permission to form CSOs, and this is extremely difficult to get. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: One of the conditions for registration is that a CSO must agree with
"basic principles" as established by the Chinese Constitution, which
would include the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party. No
CSO can be allowed to exist if it disagrees with that principle. See
Section 4 of the Social Organization Regulation (1998). 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Constitutionally, Chinese people do enjoy such a right, but the
Regulation of Social Organizations has marginalized the right to such
a degree that it is almost impossible for Chinese citizens to set up an
independent civil society organization without the involvement of a
government agency in Mainland China. 

 

1b    In law, anti-corruption/good governance CSOs are free to accept funding from any
foreign or domestic sources.

Score: YES

References: According to the Accounting Rules of Civil Society Orgnizations
issued by the Ministry of Civil Affairs, Jan.1, 2005, CSOs are allowed
to establish one bank account of foreign currencies, implying that they
are allowed to accept foreign funds. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In reality, there would be restrictions on certain parties providing
money to CSOs. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In reality, it would be almost impossible for CSOs to receive funding
from any foreign sources. 

 

1c    In law, anti-corruption/good governance CSOs are required to disclose their sources of
funding.

Score: YES

References: Article 21 of the Registration and Administration Rules of Private,
Non-Enterprise Organizations issued by State Council of China on
Oct. 25 (Statute No. 251) requires CSOs, including
anti-corruption/good governance CSOs, to disclose sources of
funding. 



2: Are good governance/anti-corruption CSOs able to operate freely?

2a    In practice, the government does not create barriers to the organization of new
anti-corruption/good governance CSOs.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhao Xiaogang, Government Should Release Control Over Charity
-- An Interview with Mao Yushi, Founder of Fuping School, Southern
Weekly, p.C16 & C17, Dec. 6, 2007. One latest progress, Mr. Mao
Yushi's new organization focusing on poverty alleviation and good
governance may be proved soon. Interview of Mr. Gao Yan, vice
director of Unirule Institute of Economics. 2. The establishment of
China's HIV network. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

It is very difficult to establish these CSOs in China. However, there
are some CSOs operating on governance issues, either legally or
illegally. Even though an organization may not be able to register, it
can still operate. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: It is virtually impossible to register any anti-corruption CSO in the real
world, but citizens are very active in expressing their anti-corruption
sentiment in the virtual world. The government does allow or tolerate
such online public opinions. 

 

2b    In practice, anti-corruption/good governance CSOs actively engage in the political and
policymaking process.

Score: 25

References: Liu Yu, "How to Protect Underpriviliged Group." Southern People's
Magazine. Fairbank Center of Harvard University, July 17, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

No sign of change, either for better or for worse, is documented.
Anti-corruption CSOs are extremely limited. Their influences are not
systematic. 

2c    In practice, no anti-corruption/good governance CSOs have been shut down by the
government for their work on corruption-related issues during the study period.

Score: NO

References: 1. Peter Ford, "China cracks down on NGOs," The Christian Science
Monitor, December 6, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Jeremy Goldkorn, "NGO
Website Shut Down in Beijing," Danwei, July 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Anti-corruption specific websites have been closed down by the
government. 

 

http://www.ngocn.org/?action-viewnews-itemid-29038
http://www.csmonitor.com/2007/1206/p01s06-woap.html
http://www.danwei.org/media_regulation/ngo_website_shutdown.php


3: Are civil society activists safe when working on corruption issues?

3a    In practice, in the past year, no civil society activists working on corruption issues have
been imprisoned.

Score: NO

References: 1. Journalists Without Borders, 2008, "Rights Defenders facing
pressure during Olympics." [ LINK ] 2. John Kennedy, "Bloggers take
stand against web activist's arrest," Global Voices, July 20, 2008. [
LINK ] 

3b    In practice, in the past year, no civil society activists working on corruption issues have
been physically harmed.

Score: YES

References: Interviews with members of CSOs and media reports. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Most observers would assume that such incidents have occurred, but
the problem is that there are no traces of such assaults on the web or
in the media due to censorship. Several experts working at NGOs
were contacted in the course of researching this indicator; all of them
indicated they were not aware of any such cases. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: We have cases in which lawyers working on certain cases (peasants
against government for example) were physically harmed.
Government corruption is often alleged, but the cause of action in
those cases may not be corruption related. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: I don't have the sources, but I have the strong impression that there
are. You may check www.epochtimes.com, although I have doubts
about this newspaper's journalistic professionalism. 

 

3c    In practice, in the past year, no civil society activists working on corruption issues have
been killed.

Score: YES

References: Question from social scientist: I contacted several people working in
NGO. All of them informed me not aware of these cases, althought
none of these sources are authoritative. I personally work in an NGO
and I don't know such cases. Furthermore, no any traces on the web.
Thus, if reviewer can provide some name, I will be happy to check
and make corresponding revisions. 

http://www.64tianwang.com/bencandy.php?fid=8&id=3252
http://globalvoicesonline.org/2008/07/20/china-bloggers-take-stand-against-web-activists-arrest
http://globalvoicesonline.org/2008/07/20/china-bloggers-take-stand-against-web-activists-arrest


4: Can citizens organize into trade unions?

4a    In law, citizens have a right to organize into trade unions.

Score: YES

References: Article 35 of the Chinese constitution recognized the right to form
associations, including trade unions. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Constitutionally, Chinese are allowed to form these organizations. But
in practice, almost all organizations, unions, associations in China
have direct or indirect sponsorship from government. And the other
reason is that China made a reservation on trade union rights when
signing International Covenant of Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights. Given the relationship between national law and international
law, one could infer that it's not legal to form a trade union. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Chinese law does not allow the formation of any trade unions except
for ones that are organized by the government. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Constitutionally, Chinese citizens do have such a right, but neither the
laws nor the regulations outline how to set up an independent trade
union. 

 

4b    In practice, citizens are able to organize into trade unions.

Score: 50

References: 1. Wang Huitong, "The Development of CSOs" in "Studies on
Economic Rights," edited by Mao Yushi, 2007. 2. Regulation on
Registration and Administration of Social Organizations. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Trade unions in China are closely supervised by the government.
There are very few independent trade unions, except in some
developed areas. But many of these trade unions do not actively
participate in making policy. 

http://www.gov.cn/ziliao/flfg/2005-06/14/content_6310_4.htm
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=21051


5: Are media and free speech protected?

5a    In law, freedom of the media is guaranteed.

Score: NO

References: Chapter 2 of the Chinese constitution. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Private print and broadcast media outlets are not allowed. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Formal Constitutional provisions notwithstanding, the media in China
is ruled not by law but by the Communist Party's directives. No
private ownership of media (except the Internet) is allowed and the
Party has absolute control over media outlets. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution protects freedom of the media, but the present
existing laws and regulations fail to guarantee its freedom. 

 

5b    In law, freedom of speech is guaranteed.

Score: YES

References: Article 35 of the Chinese constitution. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This question is a little bit tricky when considering China's case. The
right of speech situation is surely not good in China, but in law, we
do have such a right and in reality, Chinese today enjoy much much
more right. We can even be quite critical of government in some
public events, of course, no media will publish it. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Chinese criminal law punishes political speech that is critical of the
Communist Party through accusations of incitement and subversion.
There are many examples such speech-based prosecutions and
convictions. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Constitutionally, freedom of speech is protected, but neither laws nor
regulations guarantee Chinese citizens' freedom of speech in
newspapers and magazines, and on radio and television. 

 



6: Are citizens able to form print media entities?

6a    In practice, the government does not create barriers to form a print media entity.

Score: 25

References: 1. "The Restrictions of Media Should Be Lifted," China Youth Daily,
June 26, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Regulations on the Administration of
Publication. [ LINK ] 3. Measures for the Administration of
Foreign-Funded Distribution Enterprises of Books, Newspapers, and
Journals. [ LINK ] 4. Some Decisions of the State Council on the
Entry of the Non-public-owned Capital into the Cultural Industry. [
LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

It is extremely difficult to get a license for private organizations.
However, it is still possible because China's situation is highly
heterogeneous. Some local governments may be the titular owner of
new print media, with the real control residing with private
organizations. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of the media, but, in practice,
citizens cannot set up a private and independent print media entity
under the present existing laws and regulations, which actually
marginalize their constitutional right to form such an entity. 

 

6b    In law, where a print media license is necessary, there is an appeal mechanism if a
license is denied or revoked.

Score: YES

References: The Regulation of Publications issued by the General Administration
of Press and Publication of China and State Council in 2001
prescribed the right of print media from illegal interference from
government. 
The Administrative License Law of China of July 1, 2004, gives the
legal protection of appeal. Any individual and organization can go to
court to prompt a review on the executive's actions using this law. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are several agencies for appealing, including the General
Administration of Press and Publication of China, and courts at
various levels. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In Mainland China, only government-sponsored or Communist Party
of China (CPC)-sponsored organizations and institutions are able to
form print media entities. Therefore, such an appeal mechanism, if
any, looks more like a consultation between government and CPC
agencies. 

 

6c    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a print media license within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

http://www.cnci.gov.cn/news/media/news_6164.htm
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=38118
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=45127
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=58403
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=58403


References: Interview of Mr. Gao Yan, deputy director of Unirule Institute of
Economics, Aug. 13, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

It is extremely difficult to get a license since a media outlet must find
one mother organization that used to be government agencies.
However, no government agencies are willing to do this. Licensing
really depends. If one people can find some connections with
government, this license can be obtained quite soon. Of course,
bribery, sometimes, is necessary. 
Thus, in theory it is possible. However, in reality, it is extremely
difficult. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of the media, but, in practice,
citizens cannot even submit an application for a private and
independent print media entity under the present existing laws and
regulations, which actually marginalize their constitutional right to
form such an entity. 

 

6d    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a print media license at a reasonable
cost.

Score: 25

References: Interview of Mr. Gao Yan, deputy director of Unirule Institute of
Economics, Aug. 13, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments for Media Sub-Indicator 6c. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of the media, but, in practice,
citizens cannot even submit an application for a private and
independent print media entity under the present existing laws and
regulations, which actually marginalize their constitutional right to
form such an entity. 

 



7: Are citizens able to form broadcast (radio and TV) media entities?

7a    In practice, the government does not create barriers to form a broadcast (radio and TV)
media entity.

Score: 0

References: According to Article 10 of the Regulation of Radio and Broadcast
issued by the State Council on Sept. 1, 1997, entities other than the
government are prohibited from establishing a broadcast media
entity. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of the media, but, in practice,
citizens cannot set up a private and independent broadcast media
entity under the present existing laws and regulations, which actually
marginalize their constitutional right to form such an entity. 

 

7b    In law, where a broadcast (radio and TV) media license is necessary, there is an appeal
mechanism if a license is denied or revoked.

Score: YES

References: According to the Administrative License Law, radio and TV stations
can appeal to the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television,
or go to court, although there is no record that such cases ever
happened, because in China only the government is allowed to
establish radio and TV stations. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In Mainland China, only government-sponsored or Communist Party
of China (CPC)-sponsored organizations and institutions are able to
form broadcast media entities. Therefore, such an appeal
mechanism, if any, looks more like a consultation between
government and CPC agencies. 

 

7c    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a broadcast (radio and TV) media
license within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: According to the law, only the government is eligible to establish
radio or TV stations. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of the media, but, in practice,
citizens cannot even submit an application for a private and
independent broadcast media entity under the present existing laws
and regulations, which actually marginalize their constitutional right to
form such an entity. 

 

7d    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a broadcast (radio and TV) media
license at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0



References: According to the law, only the government is eligible to establish
radio or TV stations. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of the media, but, in practice,
citizens cannot even submit an application for a private and
independent broadcast media entity under the present existing laws
and regulations, which actually marginalize their constitutional right to
form such an entity. 

 



8: Can citizens freely use the Internet?

8a    In practice, the government does not prevent citizens from accessing content published
on-line.

Score: 25

References: 1. David Bandurski, "China's Guerrilla War for the Web," Far Eastern
Economic Review, July 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Leanne Mezrani, "China
tightens control over Web media," IT News, April 7, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Chinese government blocks some websites, for instance, Voice
of America and closely monitored websites including BBS. Despite
the fact that websites are closely monitored, some negative
comments toward the government are left alone. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Yes, the government censors a large amount of political content, but
outside this particular category, access is not a problem at all. 

 

8b    In practice, the government does not censor citizens creating content on-line.

Score: 25

References: 1, David Bandurski, "China's Guerrilla War for the Web," Far Eastern
Economic Review, July 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Leanne Mezrani, "China
tightens control over Web media," IT News, April 7, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Government censors some information, but many negative
comments can still be found on-line. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Online (blogging, BBS, etc.) criticisms of government policies are
harsh and largely tolerated. 

 

http://www.feer.com/essays/2008/august/chinas-guerrilla-war-for-the-web
http://www.itnews.com.au/News/73414,china-tightens-control-over-web-media.aspx
http://www.feer.com/essays/2008/august/chinas-guerrilla-war-for-the-web
http://www.itnews.com.au/News/73414,china-tightens-control-over-web-media.aspx


9: Are the media able to report on corruption?

9a    In law, it is legal to report accurate news even if it damages the reputation of a public
figure.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of the Chinese constitution. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution does protect freedom of speech, but the present
existing laws and regulations fail to stipulate how to guarantee the
constitutional right of the media to report on corruption involving a
public figure. 

 

9b    In practice, the government or media owners/distribution groups do not encourage
self-censorship of corruption-related stories.

Score: 0

References: 1. Li Datong "A letter to Editor in Chief of China Youth Daily" 2005
CEO&CIO 2. "China Increases Censorship of 'Dangerous' Foreign
News (Roundup)", Asia-Pacific News, Sept. 10, 2006. 3. Rob Gifford
and Melissa Block, "China Tightens Control on Corruption, Quake
Stories," NPR, June 12, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Censorship in China is very powerful. A list of topics that are
prohibited from coverage will be given beforehand to the media
outlets, and if they report on these topics, they will be punished. The
general punishment is that the editor will be replaced. More severe
punishment is closing down the media outlet. The media
owners/editors have to follow these rules, otherwise they will lose
their jobs. Thus, media owners practice self-censorship to guarantee
that there are no subjects that are off-limits. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Censorship is highly selective and government at higher levels does
encourage reporting on corruption. Otherwise, we would not see the
massive reporting on corruption (on the website of the Supreme
People's Court for example). There are also strong financial
incentives for the press to report on corruption. In a commercialized
press like China's, corruption stories sell. 

 

9c    In practice, there is no prior government restraint (pre-publication censoring) on
publishing corruption-related stories.

Score: 0

References: 1. Li Datong, "A letter to Editor in Chief of China Youth Daily," 2005
CEO&CIO 2. "China Increases Censorship of 'Dangerous' Foreign
News (Roundup)," Asia-Pacific News, Sept. 10, 2006/ 3. Rob Gifford
and Melissa Block, "China Tightens Control on Corruption, Quake
Stories," NPR, June 12, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91441616
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91441616


10: Are the media credible sources of information?

10a    In law, print media companies are required to publicly disclose their ownership.

Score: YES

References: Measures for the Administration of Foreign-Funded Distribution
Enterprises of Books, Newspapers, and Journals. [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The listed media companies and joint venture media companies are
required to disclose their ownership. 

 

10b    In law, broadcast (radio and TV) media companies are required to publicly disclose
their ownership.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: At present, all broadcast media companies are wholly state-owned.
When they go listed, they must publicly disclose their ownership. 

 

10c    In practice, journalists and editors adhere to strict, professional practices in their
reporting.

Score: 25

References: 1. Gady A. Epstein, "Dark Journalism," Forbes, July 21, 2008. [ LINK
] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

For example, there is one document widely distributed on-line
concerning a search engine. The content of this document is that this
search engine should censor all negative information concerning this
firm. In return, the company pays a lot to the search engine in the
form of advertisements. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Chinese journalists and editors are trying very hard to maintain
professional practices in their reporting, but some of them fail to
adhere to their professionalism in reporting certain news owing to the
political pressure from the Communist Party of China (CPC) and
government organs or the offer of monetary benefits from the
concerned companies and individuals. 

 

10d    In practice, during the most recent election, political parties or independent candidates
received fair media coverage.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Independent Candidate Defeats Official Candidate To Be A
Representative," China Youth Daily, May 21, 2003. 2. Yin Donghua,
"Independent Candidates: Walking ahead with Difficulties," China
Elections & Governance, June 1, 2007. 

http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=45127
http://www.forbes.com/media/forbes/2008/0721/038.html?feed=rss_business_media
http://www.forbes.com/media/forbes/2008/0721/038.html?feed=rss_business_media


Social Scientist's
Comments:

Independent candidates in China are politically negligible. However,
there are some reports on them. Independent candidates exist in
villaga level, in some cases even township level. For example, in
Hong He district of Yunnan Province, there is direct election township
level. Any candidate is possible to run for elections, once he secured
20 nominations. 
From this, we can see that as long as the independent candidate
does not oppose the CPC leadership, the media has no bias against
him/her. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is hardly any independent candidate in any election from
congressional elections to villagers committee elections. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The media do not provide wide coverage of elections in Mainland
China because, for one, the general public has little interest in
selecting who to vote for from the candidates that are chosen by the
Communist Party of China (CPC) and, also, the general public has
little interest in reading news about the CPC-orchestrated elections. 

 

10e    In practice, political parties and candidates have equitable access to state-owned
media outlets.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Independent Candidate Defeats Official Candidate To Be A
Representative," China Youth Daily, May 21, 2003. 2. Yin Donghua,
"Independent Candidates: Walking ahead with Difficulties," China
Elections & Governance, June 1, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Independent candidates in China are politically negligible. However,
there are some reports on them. From this, we can see that as long
as the independent candidate does not oppose the CPC leadership,
the media has no bias against him/her. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is no other independent political party except the Communist
Party and it controls all elections in China. 

 



11: Are journalists safe when investigating corruption?

11a    In practice, in the past year, no journalists investigating corruption have been
imprisoned.

Score: NO

References: 1. Eric Green, "Human Rights Groups Concerned over Chinese
Press Freedom," USINFO, August 8, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Committee to
Protect Journalists, "One online journalist arrested, one missing in
Chengdu," June 13, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Journalists are discussed in the broad definition -- not necessarily
referring to those that are licensed -- since licensed journalists will
generally not expose themselves to sensitive topics. Zeng Hongling,
who wrote about the Sichuan earthquake for forgeign media, was
arrested June 13, 2008. 

11b    In practice, in the past year, no journalists investigating corruption have been
physically harmed.

Score: NO

References: Interview of Ms. Zhou Yue, a reporter at a Beijing TV station, via
e-mail, Sept. 1, 2008. 
"Network Newspaper Journalist's Bone Broken While Investing
Coalmine Accident in Shanxi," [ LINK ]. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: On 4th June 2008 two journalists from Network Newspaper went to
investigate a series of safety accidents on a coalmine located in
Datong, Shanxi Province after Network Newspaper had received
repeated reports by local people that there might be a organized
cover up of the real situation of these accidents. The journalists were
badly beaten by the coalmine guards and one of them got a foot bone
broken. Their car was also broken. Safety accidents frequently occur
on those coalmines whose safety measures usually fail to meet the
standard safety requirements. However, they may still manage to get
a go-ahead green light from their well-connected government safety
officials. Journalists are the last person coalmine owners wish to see
whenever a safety accident occurs on their coalmines. 
See: "Network Newspaper Journalist's Bone Broken While Investing
Coalmine Accident in Shanxi,"
http://bbs.xyl.gov.cn/archiver/?tid-12308.html. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: CHINA: Journalist beaten to death while looking into Chinese mining
(http://www.asiamedia.ucla.edu/article.asp?parentid=61450)
Journalist who criticised corruption repeatedly beaten in police
custody (http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=23305) 

 

11c    In practice, in the past year, no journalists investigating corruption have been killed.

Score: YES

http://www.america.gov/st/washfile-english/2007/August/200708081551151xeneerg0.963421.html
http://www.cpj.org/news/2008/asia/china13jun08na.html
http://bbs.xyl.gov.cn/archiver/?tid-12308.html


References: Interview of Ms. Zhou Yue, a reporter at a Beijing TV station, via
e-mail, Sept. 1, 2008. 



12: Do citizens have a legal right of access to information?

12a    In law, citizens have a right of access to government information and basic government
records.

Score: YES

References: Regulations of Disclosing Government Information was passed by the
State Council on Jan.17, 2007, and recognized the right of access to
government information. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This law does not expire and it has brought stronger and stronger
requirements on government agencies to disclosure information. 

12b    In law, citizens have a right of appeal if access to a basic government record is denied.

Score: YES

References: Article 33 of the Decree of Government Information Disclosure passed by
China's State Council [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to this article, citizens can appeal to authorities if the right of
access to government information is denied. 

12c    In law, there is an established institutional mechanism through which citizens can
request government records.

Score: YES

References: Articles 15 and 16 of the Decree of Government Information require
disclosure. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Citizens can request government records through the Information Opening
Office. According to the law governing access to information, these
requests should be acknowledged and reason should be given in cases
where they are denied. 

http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2007-04/24/content_592937.htm
http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2007-04/24/content_592937.htm


13: Is the right of access to information effective?

13a    In practice, citizens receive responses to access to information requests within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: 1. Unirule Center for Governance Studies, "The Chinese Public
Governance Indicators," Unirule Studies, 2008. 2. Xinhua News
Agency, "China Protects the Information Rights of the Public," April
30, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

On average, this response should be within 15 days. If exceptions
happen, the government should provide an explanation, according to
the law. 

13b    In practice, citizens can use the access to information mechanism at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1. Unirule Center for Governance Studies, "The Chinese Public
Governance Indicators," Unirule Studies, 2008. 2. Xinhua News
Agency, "China Protects the Information Rights of the Public," April
30, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, government records can be retrieved at reasonable costs.
Much information is available on website. Only some should require
some petition, or visit some specific govenment agencies. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Online government information is available and it costs little to gain
access in designated areas. 

 

13c    In practice, citizens can resolve appeals to access to information requests within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: 1, Chen Jiaxing, "From Weng'an event to look at information
disclosure," Renmin Wang, July 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 2, Yuan Yang, "A
case study of Haidian government information disclosure," Di Yi Cai
Jing Ri Bao, June 11, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to the law, relevant agencies must respond to appeals
immediately. If extra time is required, approval from the director of
the agency is needed, and the applicants must be informed. The
maximum delay cannot exceed 15 working days. 

13d    In practice, citizens can resolve appeals to information requests at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1, Chen Jiaxing, "From Weng'an event to look at information
disclosure," Renmin Wang, July 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 2, Yuan Yang, "A
case study of Haidian government information disclosure," Di Yi Cai
Jing Ri Bao, June 11, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.xixik.com/content/3966426c14e4b300
http://www.xixik.com/content/3966426c14e4b300
http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2008-07/04/content_8486416.htm
http://news.sohu.com/20080611/n257409220.shtml
http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2008-07/04/content_8486416.htm
http://news.sohu.com/20080611/n257409220.shtml


Social Scientist's
Comments:

For the costs, in most cases, people can find information on
government official website. In some situations, one need visit
government offices. It costs some. But in most cases, there is no
need to bribe officials just to obtain not-classified information. 

13e    In practice, the government gives reasons for denying an information request.

Score: 50

References: 1, Chen Jiaxing, "From Weng'an event to look at information
disclosure," Renmin Wang, July 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Yuan Yang, "A
case study of Haidian government information disclosure," Di Yi Cai
Jing Ri Bao, June 11, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is still a gap. Agencies sometimes give vague reasons. 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2008-07/04/content_8486416.htm
http://news.sohu.com/20080611/n257409220.shtml


14: Is there a legal framework guaranteeing the right to vote?

14a    In law, universal and equal adult suffrage is guaranteed to all citizens.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of China's election law of the National People's Congress,
and various levels of local congresses. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution entrenches the one-party rule. Congressional
elections, while useful, do not alter the fundamental political
structure. 

 

14b    In law, there is a legal framework requiring that elections be held at regular intervals.

Score: YES

References: Article 58 of China's Organic Law; various levels of local congresses
and governments. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There are simply no meaningful elections. 

 



15: Can all citizens exercise their right to vote?

15a    In practice, all adult citizens can vote.

Score: 50

References: 1. Zhao Ying, "On the Rights of Voters And Why Some Voters Don't
Vote," Renda Yanjiu No 4, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. "The Independent
Candidate Accusing Chinese Authorities of Rigging Elections." [ LINK
] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

A dilemma is that government is persuading adult citizens to vote.
However, the elections in most cases are rigged. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Since there are no meaningful elections, no one can vote. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In China, there are millions of farmers who have left their land to work
in cities and towns. Although many of them have been working there
for more than ten years, they are unable to participate in the city and
town elections as they are not permanent residents there. However,
they are also reluctant to return to their homes to vote because it
would cost them money, time, and sometimes even their jobs. 

 

15b    In practice, ballots are secret or equivalently protected.

Score: 50

References: 1. Tu Zhenyu, "A survey of voting studies," Renda Yanjiu, No 6. [
LINK ] 2. Liu Jianping, "The Voting by Clapping Is Disappearing,"
Nanfang Weekend, Feb. 5, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are still some places where the voting process is not secret or
secret voting is violated. However, many provinces are adopting
secret voting methods. And, the Standing Committee of National
People's Congress in 2006 issued one order requiring that all voting
be secret. [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: However, China may use secret ballots in elections that are not
politically significant. 

 

15c    In practice, elections are held according to a regular schedule.

Score: 75

References: 1. Zhang Xiaojing, Bai Xu, "Sense of Chinese-Styled Democracy
Germinated at the Grass-Root Level," Xinhua News, August 17,
2007. [ LINK ] 2. Cai Youqun, "The Keyword of 2006: Election,"
Shaowu People's Congress, Sept. 7, 2006. [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Again, we are not talking about elections for political power. 

http://www.rdyj.com.cn/2007/rdqk-04-06.html
http://www.rfi.fr/actucn/articles/083/article_1052.asp
http://www.rfi.fr/actucn/articles/083/article_1052.asp
http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=4972
http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=4972
http://history.163.com/07/0205/11/36IJMH3Q00011OS5.html
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2006-07/25/content_4877169.htm
http://www.chinarural.org/newsinfo.asp?Newsid=24122
http://www.swrd.net/News/200697153328.html


 



16: Are citizens able to participate equally in the political process?

16a    In law, all citizens have a right to form political parties.

Score: NO

References: This is not allowed. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Constitution protects freedom of association, but neither the laws
nor the regulations stipulate details of how to form a political party.
Therefore, there is no way for citizens to form a political party even if
it is one that vows to adhere to the leadership of the Communist
Party of China (CPC), the guidance of Marxism-Leninism and Mao
Zedong Thought, the people's democratic dictatorship and the
socialist way. 

 

16b    In law, all citizens have a right to run for political office.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of The Electoral Law of the National People's Congress
and people's congresses at local levels. 

16c    In practice, all citizens are able to form political parties.

Score: 0

References: 1. "It Is Illegal to Organize Opposition Parties," The Beijing News. [
LINK ] 2. White Book, "The Development of Chinese Democratic
Politics," News Agency of State Council, Oct. 19, 2005. [ LINK ] 

16d    In practice, all citizens can run for political office.

Score: 50

References: 1. Liu Zhiming and Fang Huahai, "Some Thoughts about Improving
the Structure of Local Representatives, "2006. [ LINK ] 2. Xinhua
News, "China is progressing in protecting human rights," April 21,
2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to the law, an individual must receive at least 10
nominations from voters to be able to run for political office. The
score is given based on the following considerations: 1) There are
some places, particulary in urban areas, where the leaders were
elected by voters, not by the government; 2) For the upper levels
beyond county levels, it is extremely difficult to copy this model; and
3) There are manipulations in some areas to control the candidacy. 

16e    In practice, an opposition party is represented in the legislature.

Score: 0

References: 1) Xin Jing Bao, "It Is Illegal to Organize Opposition Parties." [ LINK ]
2) White Book, "The Development of Chinese Democratic Politics,"
News Agency of State Council, Oct. 19, 2005. [ LINK ] 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2003-12/05/content_1214821.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2003-12/05/content_1214821.htm
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2005-10-19/17197210732s.shtml
http://www.hsrdw.gov.cn/news_view008.asp?id=832
http://news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2008-04/21/content_8021679.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2003-12/05/content_1214821.htm
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2005-10-19/17197210732s.shtml


Social Scientist's
Comments:

This question is not applicable in China, since it is illegal to form an
opposition party. 



17: Is there an election monitoring agency or set of election monitoring
agencies/entities?

17    In law, is there an election monitoring agency or set of election monitoring
agencies/entities?

Score: YES

References: The standing committee of the people's congresses at various levels can
supervise elections. [ LINK ] 

http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=55743


18: Is the election monitoring agency effective?

18a    In law, the agency or set of agencies/entities is protected from political interference.

Score: NO

References: Election committees are set up at various levels of government and
direct and monitor deputy elections. They are under the leadership of
the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress and the
standing committees of the people's congresses at various levels.
However, they are all under the leadership of the CPC. 

18b    In practice, agency (or set of agencies/entities) appointments are made that support the
independence of the agency.

Score: 0

References: 1. Cong Yaping, "Social Transition and the Qualifications of
Representatives," Xinhua Wang, March 12 , 2005. [ LINK ] 2. "The
Quality of Representatives Is Improving," Guangming Daily, March 8,
2006. [ LINK ] 3. BBC, "The independent candidate and election law
of China," Feb 20, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In general, the appointments undermine independence. However,
there are cases in which independent candidates do defeat
government-nomimated candidates. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Communist Party of China (CPC) controls nominations of all
important appointments including this agency's appointments.
Therefore, this agency has no independence. 

 

18c    In practice, the agency or set of agencies/entities has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 50

References: 1. Cong Yaping "Social Transition and the Qualifications of
Representatives," Xinhua Wang, March 12 , 2005. [ LINK ] 2. "The
Quality of Representatives Is Improving," Guangming Daily, March 8,
2006. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The monitoring committee is not a professional body, nor does it exist
solely for monitoring elections. In law, it monitors everything. 

18d    In practice, the agency or set of agencies/entities makes timely, publicly available
reports following an election cycle.

Score: 75

References: 1. Wu Jianyi, "On Disclosing National People's Congress," Social
Science Research, No. 3, 2001. 2. Tian Biyao, "The Evolution of
People's Congress", Renmin Daily, March 17, 2004. 

18e    In practice, when necessary, the agency or set of agencies/entities imposes penalties on
offenders.

Score: 50

http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2005-03/12/content_2678913.htm
http://news.enorth.com.cn/system/2006/03/08/001250287.shtml
http://news.bbc.co.uk/chinese/trad/hi/newsid_7260000/newsid_7267600/7267601.stm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2005-03/12/content_2678913.htm
http://news.enorth.com.cn/system/2006/03/08/001250287.shtml


References: 1. Zhu Yingping "Judiciary Sector Should Be Involved in Elections
Monitoring," China Elections, May 2006. [ LINK ] 2. Wang Weixing,
"Enhancing Prosecutor's Power and People's Congress' Supervision
Capacity," Zhongguo Jiancha Wang, Aug. 2, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, the standing committee of the national congress may
penalize offenders. However, two factors hinder its effectiveness.
First, it is not independent. Second, its staff is not professional. In
most cases, the standing committees are bastions for retired
government officials. 

http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=87646
http://www.cnjccn.com/html/2007821629013924.html


19: Are elections systems transparent and effective?

19a    In practice, there is a clear and transparent system of voter registration.

Score: 75

References: 1. Tang Min, "Several Law Issues on Voters Registration in Villages
Committee Election--A Comparative Analysis on One Aspect of
Provincial Villages Committee Election Rules," The Journal of
Huazhong Normal University, No. 1, 2004. 2. "Suspecting the Voters
Registeration Rigged, One Candidate Withdrew," Nanfang City
News, Sept. 27, 2006. 3. "China's political system---election system,"
China Com. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are no direct elections above county level in China. Citizens
have to select representatives, and these representatives vote on
behalf of the public. However, the voter registration system is
relatively good. 

19b    In law, election results can be contested through the judicial system.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 15 of the Procedural Law of China. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Judicial remedies are available for villagers committee elections but
not for congressional elections. 

 

19c    In practice, election results can be effectively appealed through the judicial system.

Score: 50

References: 1. Zhao Xicheng, Zhang Denglian, "The Diagnosis and Policy
Suggestion Concerning Elections at Village Level," (Second prize for
Elections and Autonomy in the village level paper contests, Sun
Qinghai. [ LINK ] 2. "Should Complainters Be Jailed?" a special
report by Xinhua News Agency. [ LINK ] 3, Editorial, "Why insulted
lawyers are coward," Modern News, June 26, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Generally, if people question the process, they have the following
methods to appeal. The first is to bring irregularities of the election to
People's Congress at various levels. Under Chinese law, the
People's Congress should monitor all elections of the same level and
lower level. The second method is to bring this case to the court. The
last is to call media attention to the situation. Appeals to the People's
Congress are more common, since they are less expensive. 
This question needs to consider China's situations. Disciplinary
committee of various levels, in law, are not judiciary body. However,
it behaves like a judiciary body. Sometimes, it's even more powerful
than judiciary sector. In China, almost all high profiled officials under
corruption investigation or other power abuses are investigated by
disciplinary committee. If the Committee finds that one official is
guilty, then, public prosecutors will sue this official through court
system. In terms of election, disciplinary committee is able to looking
into cases. But court is only one option. 

http://www.china.com.cn/ch-zhengzhi/zhengzhi10.htm
http://www.people.com.cn/GB/14576/28320/29243/29246/2025232.html
http://news.xinhuanet.com/focus/2003-04/16/content_833579.htm
http://big5.china.com.cn/law/txt/2008-06/26/content_15889742.htm


into cases. But court is only one option. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: With a few exceptions involving villagers' committee elections, the
court has never been involved in monitoring elections in China, either
directly or indirectly. 

 

19d    In practice, the military and security forces remain neutral during elections.

Score: 50

References: 1. Zong Chengkang, "Opposing the Nationalization of Army,"
Liberation Army Newspaper, June 19, 2007. 2. "Fulfilling Army's Role
in the New Century," Qiushi Magazine, July 16, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In the Chinese context, military forces and security forces are strictly
controlled by the Communist Party of China. The military forces
actively participate in electing leaders, unofficially supporting or
opposing leaders. Although there is no serious action taken by the
military to support or oppose one leader, a 50 score is given based
on the consideration that military and security forces in China are not
neutral or independent. 

19e    In law, domestic and international election observers are allowed to monitor elections.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

19f    In practice, election observers are able to effectively monitor elections.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhu Yingping, "Judiciary Sector Should Be Involved in Elections
Monitoring," China Elections, May 2006. [ LINK ] 2. Wang Weixing,
"Enhancing Prosecutor's Power and People's Congress' Supervision
Capacity," Zhongguo Jiancha Wang, Aug. 2, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Some international agencies, such as the Carter Center, are
welcomed to observe village elections. However, their role and
effectiveness are severely restricted. 

http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=87646
http://www.cnjccn.com/html/2007821629013924.html


20: Are there regulations governing the financing of political parties?

20a    In law, there are regulations governing private contributions to political parties.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

All expenditures concerning the running of the ruling party and
democratic parties are covered by the government. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In China, the Communist Party of China (CPC) is the ruling party and
there are other eight small parties. However, these other eight parties
are not opposition parties. In fact, there is no real competition for
seats in elections among the CPC and the eight small parties
because the CPC dominates the nominating of candidates. Besides,
the CPC-controlled government provides funding to the CPC and the
eight small parties. Therefore, there is no need to draft laws to
regulate private contributions to political parties in China. 

 

20b    In law, there are limits on individual donations to political parties.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

20c    In law, there are limits on corporate donations to political parties.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

20d    In law, there are limits on total political party expenditures.

Score: NO

References: No limits exist. 

20e    In law, there are requirements for the disclosure of donations to political parties.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The auditing agency in China will only look at government
expenditures, not at the expenditures of political parties. 

20f    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the finances and
expenditures of political parties.

Score: NO

References: No such agency exists. 

20g    In law, there is an agency or entity that monitors the financing of political parties.

Score: NO

References: No such agency exists. 



21: Are there regulations governing the financing of individual political
candidates?

21a    In law, there are regulations governing private contributions to individual political
candidates.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In China the Communist Party of China (CPC) is the ruling party
along with the eight small parties which are not opposition parties.
There is no need for the CPC and the eight small parties to spend a
large sum of money on elections because the results of elections
above the township level are always as predictable as the CPC
expects. Therefore, there is no need to draft laws to govern the
financing of individual political candidates. 

 

21b    In law, there are limits on individual donations to political candidates.

Score: NO

References: No restrictions exist. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

"No restrictions" here means there is no law regulating this behavior. 

21c    In law, there are limits on corporate donations to individual political candidates.

Score: NO

References: There are no laws regulating this. 

21d    In law, there are requirements for the disclosure of donations to individual political
candidates.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

21e    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the campaign finances of
individual political candidates.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

21f    In law, there is an agency or entity that monitors the financing of individual political
candidates' campaigns.

Score: NO

References: No such agencies exist. 



22: Are the regulations governing the political financing of parties effective?

22a    In practice, the limits on individual donations to political parties are effective in
regulating an individual's ability to financially support a political party.

Score: 0

References: 1. Zhang Jianjun, "The Political Strategies of Chinese Private Enterprises,"
PKU Business Review, 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In the strict sense, political financing is not an issue in China because all
expenditures on political activities, either of the ruling party or of other
parties, are covered by the central government. In comparison to political
financing in Western countries, Chinese firms generally achieve their goals
by developing personal relationships with officials for preferential treatment. 

22b    In practice, the limits on corporate donations to political parties are effective in
regulating a company's ability to financially support a political party.

Score: 0

References: 1. Zhang Jianjun, "The Political Strategies of Chinese Private Enterprises,"
PKU Business Review, 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments of for Political Financing Sub-Indicator 22a. 

22c    In practice, the limits on total party expenditures are effective in regulating a political
party's ability to fund campaigns or politically-related activities.

Score: 0

References: 1. Zhang Jianjun, "The Political Strategies of Chinese Private Enterprises,"
PKU Business Review, 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments of Political Financing Sub-Indicator 22a. 

22d    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of political
parties independently initiates investigations.

Score: 25

References: 1. Sun Guoliang, "Establishing A Formal Management System of Party
Member Charges," China Elections and Governance, April 3, 2007. [ LINK ]
2. Zhou Cheng, "The Fate of Reformm" Huang Hua Gang Magazine, Issue
4, 2005. 3. Audit Law of China. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China there is no independent agency monitoring political financing.
However, when necessary, the National Audit Office may review
expenditures of the government that provide political financing to the CPC
and the eight small parties. 

22e    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of political
parties imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 0

http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=107807


References: 1. Sun Guoliang, "Establishing A Formal Management System of Party
Member Charges," China Elections and Governance, April 3, 2007. [ LINK ]
2. Zhou Cheng, "The Fate of Reform," Huang Hua Gang Magazine, Issue
4, 2005. 3. Audit Law of China. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China there is no independent agency monitoring political financing.
However, when necessary, the National Audit Office may review
expenditures of the government that provide political financing to the CPC
and the eight small parties. However, the National Audit Office can not
impose penalties on offenders. 

22f    In practice, contributions to political parties are audited.

Score: 0

References: 1. Peng Zhe, "China's Political Reform Should Start from Separating Party
Affairs from Government Running," Xindao Global, March 29, 2007. 2. Li
Delong, "Several Points on the Relationship between Government and
Party," Study Times, July 17, 2007. 

http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=107807


23: Are the regulations governing the political financing of individual
candidates effective?

23a    In practice, the limits on individual donations to political candidates are effective in
regulating an individual's ability to financially support a particular candidate.

Score: 0

References: 1. Zhang Jianjun, "The Political Strategies of Chinese Private
Enterprises," PKU Business Review, 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments of Political Financing Sub-Indicator 22a. 

23b    In practice, the limits on corporate donations to individual candidates are effective in
regulating a company's ability to financially support a candidate.

Score: 0

References: 1. Zhang Jianjun, "The Political Strategies of Chinese Private
Enterprises," PKU Business Review, 2005. 

23c    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of individual
candidates' campaigns independently initiates investigations.

Score: 25

References: 1. Sun Guoliang, "Establishing A Formal Management System of
Party Member Charges," China Elections and Governance, April 3,
2007. [ LINK ] 2. Zhou Cheng, "The Fate of Reform," Huang Hua
Gang Magazine, Issue 4, 2005. 3. Audit Law of China. 

23d    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of individual
candidates' campaigns imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 0

References: 1. Sun Guoliang, "Establishing A Formal Management System of
Party Member Charges," China Elections and Governance, April 3,
2007. [ LINK ] 2. Zhou Cheng, "The Fate of Reform," Huang Hua
Gang Magazine, Issue 4, 2005. 3. Audit Law of China. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The audit bureau can only make judgments, however, the
enforcement is subject to many other factors. 

23e    In practice, the finances of individual candidates' campaigns are audited.

Score: 25

References: 1. Peng Zhe, "China's Political Reform Should Start from Separating
Party Affairs from Government Running," Xindao Global, March 29,
2007. 2. Li Delong, "Several Points on the Relationship between
Government and Party," Study Times, July 17, 2007. 

http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=107807
http://www.chinaelections.org/NewsInfo.asp?NewsID=107807


Peer Reviewer's Comments: In China, almost all the candidates' campaigns are funded by their
respective parties, which are financed by the government. Only a
small number of independent candidates have to find funding for their
campaigns from other sources. The National Audit Office only audits
the government expenditure that finance of the political parties. If the
independent candidates violate the existing laws and regulations in
seeking funding of their campaigns, the judiciary may initiate an
investigation into their fund-raising activities and bank accounts. 

 



24: Can citizens access records related to the financing of political parties?

24a    In practice, political parties disclose data relating to financial support and expenditures
within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "Why Is It So Difficult to Access Government Information," Procuratorial
Daily, June 12, 2006. 2. "Violating Right to Information by the Excuse of
Sensitivity," Xinhua Daily, Nov. 16, 2006. 

24b    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of political parties within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "Why Is It So Difficult to Access Government Information," Procuratorial
Daily, June 12, 2006. 2. "Violating Right to Information by the Excuse of
Sensitivity," Xinhua Daily, Nov. 16, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, party-sponsored candidates do not have independent election
accounts, and they are funded by their respective parties. It is unthinkable
for citizens to demand access to the parties' financial records, as there is
no such law allowing citizens to do so. Besides, there is no point in
accessing the financial records of political parties and candidates because
political financing has nothing to do with the number of seats and political
offices each party wins in elections. In the elections, the CPC usually
discusses nomination of candidates with the other eight political parties
before releasing a list of candidates. In other words, there are no real
competitions between these parties and candidates for seats in the
people's congresses at various levels and for political offices. 

24c    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of political parties at a reasonable
cost.

Score: 0

References: 1. "Why Is It So Difficult to Access Government Information," Procuratorial
Daily, June 12, 2006. 2. "Violating Right to Information by the Excuse of
Sensitivity," Xinhua Daily, Nov. 16, 2006. 



25: Can citizens access records related to the financing of individual
candidates' campaigns?

25a    In practice, individual political candidates disclose data relating to financial support and
expenditures within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "Why Is It So Difficult to Access Government Information," Procuratorial
Daily, June 12, 2006. 2. "Violating Right to Information by the Excuse of
Sensitivity," Xinhua Daily, Nov. 16, 2006. 

25b    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of individual candidates (their
campaign revenues and expenditures) within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "Why Is It So Difficult to Access Government Information," Procuratorial
Daily, June 12, 2006. 2. "Violating Right to Information by the Excuse of
Sensitivity," Xinhua Daily, Nov. 16, 2006. 

25c    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of individual candidates (their
campaign revenues and expenditures) at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: 1. "Why Is It So Difficult to Access Government Information," Procuratorial
Daily, June 12, 2006. 2. "Violating Right to Information by the Excuse of
Sensitivity," Xinhua Daily, Nov. 16, 2006. 



26: Can citizens sue the government for infringement of their civil rights?

26    In law, can citizens sue the government for infringement of their civil rights?

Score: YES

References: Citizens can use the Administrative License Law of China to sue the
government. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In accordance with administrative procedure law. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Recommended reference: "Administrative Procedure Law of the People's
Republic of China,"
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=4274. 

 



26: Can citizens sue the government for infringement of their civil rights?

26    In law, can citizens sue the government for infringement of their civil rights?

YES

Citizens can use the Administrative License Law of China to sue the
government. 

In accordance with administrative procedure law. 

 

Recommended reference: "Administrative Procedure Law of the People's
Republic of China,"
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=4274. 

 



27: Can the chief executive be held accountable for his/her actions?

27a    In practice, the chief executive gives reasons for his/her policy decisions.

Score: 25

References: 1. Jiao Yang, "Establishing Government News Briefing Mechanism,"
Center for International Communication Studies of Tsinghua
University, 2007. 2, "Is it right for government officials to hold paid
lectures?" Zuzhi Renshi Bao, June 6, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is a trend that chief executives explain their policy decisions,
however, it is limited due to the shortage of substantial justifications. 

27b    In law, the judiciary can review the actions of the executive.

Score: YES

References: The Administrative Procedure Law recognizes the right of the
judiciary to review the actions of the executive. 

27c    In practice, when necessary, the judiciary reviews the actions of the executive.

Score: 50

References: To understand the increase of min gao guan cases, see Liaowang
Magazine from April 22, 2006. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, there is no judiciary review system or constitutional court,
but this does not mean that judiciary has no right to review actions of
the executive. It is called "min gao guan" (citizens sue the officials).
The Administrative Procedure Law of China recognizes the right of
the judiciary to review the actions of the executive, although in reality
it's not independent. Thus, its effectiveness is limited. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The judiciary will not review the action of the government agencies
until a citizen, a legal person or other organizations litigate a lawsuit
in a people's court. This is in accordance with the Administrative
Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China and takes place
after the judiciary has determined that a concrete administrative
action by an administrative organ or personnel has infringed the
litigants lawful rights and interests. 

 

27d    In practice, the chief executive limits the use of executive orders for establishing new
regulations, policies, or government practices.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Abolishing Executive Orders To Establish Rule of Law in China,"
Xinhua News, March 27, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. "China Will Examine 'Red
Head Documents,'" China Youth Daily, March 22, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In most cases, the People's Congress will not veto government
proposals, particularly proposals bearing the approval of party
leaders. 

http://www.szwzdj.gov.cn/Show.asp?id=2036
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2006-04/22/content_4459792.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2007-03/27/content_5903659.htm
http://www.ycwb.com/ycwb/2007-03/22/content_1423914.htm


28: Is the executive leadership subject to criminal proceedings?

28a    In law, the heads of state and government can be prosecuted for crimes they commit.

Score: YES

References: 1. Article 5 of the constitution. 2. Criminal Procedure Law of China. 

28b    In law, ministerial-level officials can be prosecuted for crimes they commit.

Score: YES

References: 1. Criminal Law of China. 2. Constitution of China. 



29: Are there regulations governing conflicts of interest by the executive
branch?

29a    In law, the heads of state and government are required to file a regular asset disclosure
form.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

29b    In law, ministerial-level officials are required to file a regular asset disclosure form.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In 1995, the Rule on the Income Diclosures was enacted, but it is
only dealing with salary and honorarium, which are very transparent
because they are dependent on the ranks. However, the most
important part is about officials' assets. There are no such laws to
require officials to disclose their total assets. 

29c    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
executive branch.

Score: YES

References: Rules about Cadres Accepting Gifts, Stocks and Coupons were
enacted by the Central Disciplinary Committee in 2001. 

29d    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the executive branch
asset disclosure forms (defined here as ministers and heads of state and government).

Score: NO

References: An auditing law exists, but ministers and heads of state and
government are not subject to this law. 

29e    In law, there are restrictions on heads of state and government and ministers entering
the private sector after leaving the government.

Score: YES

References: The Civil Servants Law, valid since Jan. 1, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

After leaving the government, officials cannot take certain private
positions that present a conflict of interest and must technically wait
several years before accepting such positions. 

29f    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
heads of state and government and ministers are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Cui Jie, Xiao Shuijin, "Reemployment of retired government
officials beget corruption," Jiancha Daily, August 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 2,
Li Mengjuan, "Shadow corruption of retired officials," Xinhua News,
July 22, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This phenomenon is quite common in China. 

http://www.jcrb.com/zhuanti/ffzt/fbxx/wjbb/200808/t20080810_61068.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-07/22/content_8745027.htm


Peer Reviewer's Comments: It is common for the regulations to be effective among more junior
level officials. It is rare, if it ever existed, among the heads of state
and government. 

 

29g    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
executive branch are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhang Zhe, 2008, "Offering gifts? how much," Nanfang Weekend,
July 31. [ LINK ] 2. Wang Yuchu, 2008, "China Should illegalize paid
lectures by government officials," Xinhua News, July 3. [ LINK ] 

29h    In practice, executive branch asset disclosures (defined here as ministers and above)
are audited.

Score: 0

References: 1, "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development
Forum, March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset
disclosure system" Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://magazine.sina.com.hk/nfweekend/20080801/2008-07-31/ba57712.shtml
http://www.godpp.gov.cn/wmpl_/2008-07/03/content_13715017.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


30: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government?

30a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government.

Score: NO

References: No disclosure records exist. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: No such laws or regulations have ever been drafted. 

 

30b    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development
Forum, March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset
disclosure system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

30c    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development
Forum, March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset
disclosure system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


31: Official government functions are kept separate and distinct from the
functions of the ruling political party.

31    In practice, official government functions are kept separate and distinct from the
functions of the ruling political party.

Score: 0

References: 1. Sun Guohua, "On the Relationship between Party and Executive
Branches," published by China Jurisdiction Research, August 2005.
2. Several Issues Concerning Rule of Law, Published by Study
Times, October 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This is a serious problem for China's reform and governance
improvement. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The separation of the government functions from the functions of the
ruling political party was even called for by the reform architect, Deng
Xiaoping, 30 years ago. However, but nothing has been done about
the political control held by the Communist Party of China (CPC) over
the government and the judiciary. 

 



32: Can members of the legislature be held accountable for their actions?

32a    In law, the judiciary can review laws passed by the legislature.

Score: NO

References: There is no judiciary review system in China. 

32b    In practice, when necessary, the judiciary reviews laws passed by the legislature.

Score: 0

References: 1. Yang Xingyi, "A Comparison Study between America and China's
Judiciary Review Systems," published by China Court on Dec.13,
2006. 2. Ji Weidong, "On the Function of Highest Court," published
by Law Thinker, November 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, the People's Congress is said to be the highest power
organism. The judiciary cannot review laws passed by the legislature. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Highest Court can issue notices of explanation of the existing
laws passed by the legislature, National People's Congress.
However, the national congress deputies, especially those from the
judiciary, can suggest revisions of the laws during the annual
congress meetings. 

 

32c    In law, are members of the national legislature subject to criminal proceedings?

Score: YES

References: Chapter 5 of the Law of the People's China on Deputies to the
National People's Congress and to the local people's congresses at
various levels prescribes that members of national legislature are
subject to criminal proceedings. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In China, congress deputies are usually expelled from their
respective people's congresses before they are subject to criminal
proceedings. In other words, the judiciary must provide substantial
evidence on a criminal case that involves a congress deputy before
his/her congressional expulsion could be considered. 

 



33: Are there regulations governing conflicts of interest by members of the
national legislature?

33a    In law, members of the national legislature are required to file an asset disclosure form.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

33b    In law, there are restrictions for national legislators entering the private sector after
leaving the government.

Score: NO

References: National legislators in China are not career legislators. They are
employed in the public sector, as well as in the private sector. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In recent years, more and more owners of private enterprises have
become national congress deputies. The annual meetings of the
National People's Congress are increasingly becoming an arena of
bargaining and negotiations between groups of different interests in
drafting and revising laws. 

 

33c    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
national legislature.

Score: NO

References: Refer to Legislative Accountability Sub-Indicator 33b. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

National legislators include government officials, social celebrities,
firm owners, farmers, etc. In terms of government officials who are
legislators, they are subject to the Law of Public Servants and related
rules. However, there are no requirements in terms of other
legislators. 

33d    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the asset disclosure
forms of members of the national legislature.

Score: NO

References: Refer to Legislative Accountability Sub-Indicator 33b. 

33e    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
national legislators are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Cui Jie, Xiao Shuijin, "Reemployment of retired government
officials beget corruption," Jiancha Daily, August 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 2.
Li Mengjuan, "Shadow corruption of retired officials," Xinhua News,
July 22, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.jcrb.com/zhuanti/ffzt/fbxx/wjbb/200808/t20080810_61068.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-07/22/content_8745027.htm


Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are no clear regulations concerning the legislature, since in
China, legislators are not professional legislators. They have their
own jobs, for example, there are a certain percentage of legislators
who are private business owners. However, there are some
legislators who are government officials, and these legislators are
subject to this regulation. But in reality, it is very common for officials
to enter into private enterprise. 

33f    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to national legislators
are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhang Zhe, "Offering gifts? how much," Nanfang Weekend, July
31, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Wang Yuchu, "China Should illegalize paid
lectures by government officials," Xinhua News, July 3, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

China's legislators include government officials, military commanders,
scholars, private enterprise owners, farmers, workers, etc. There are
some regulations on legislators who are government officials, but not
on other legislators. 

33g    In practice, national legislative branch asset disclosures are audited.

Score: 25

References: 1, "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems" Development
Forum, March 14, 2008 [ LINK ] 2, Gao Yifei, 2008, "It's time to adopt
asset disclosure system" Hua Shang News, March 4 [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

China's legislators include government officials, military commanders,
scholars, private enterprise owners, farmers, workers, etc. There are
some regulations on legislators who are government officials, but not
on other legislators. 

http://magazine.sina.com.hk/nfweekend/20080801/2008-07-31/ba57712.shtml
http://www.godpp.gov.cn/wmpl_/2008-07/03/content_13715017.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


34: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of members of the
national legislature?

34a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of members of the national
legislature.

Score: NO

References: Refer to Legislative Accountability Sub-Indicator 33b. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Questions of this Sub-Indicator are, generally, not applicable in China. The
main problem is that members of the Chinese national legislature number
more than 2,500. Almost all of them are employed elsewhere besides the
legislature. There are no career legislators in China. 

34b    In practice, citizens can access legislative asset disclosure records within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

34c    In practice, citizens can access legislative asset disclosure records at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


35: Can citizens access legislative processes and documents?

35a    In law, citizens can access records of legislative processes and documents.

Score: YES

References: Regulations of Disclosing Government Information was passed by
the State Council on Jan.17, 2007, and recognized the right of
access to government information. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Regulations of Disclosing Government Information are enacted
by the State Council, China's executive government. The regulations
do not apply to the legislative system. The Congress has its own
rules regarding open information and transparency. 

 

35b    In practice, citizens can access records of legislative processes and documents within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: 1. "The Chinese Public Governance Indicators," Unirule Center for
Governance Studies, 2008. 2. Xinhua News Agency, "China Protects
the Information Rights of the Public," April 30, 2008. [ LINK ] 

35c    In practice, citizens can access records of legislative processes and documents at a
reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1. "The Chinese Public Governance Indicators",Unirule Center for
Governance Studies, 2008. 2. Xinhua News Agency, "China Protects
the Information Rights of the Public," April 30, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.xixik.com/content/3966426c14e4b300
http://www.xixik.com/content/3966426c14e4b300


36: Are judges appointed fairly?

36a    In law, there is a transparent procedure for selecting national-level judges.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 5 of Judges Law of China. 

36b    In practice, professional criteria are followed in selecting national-level judges.

Score: 75

References: 1. "Improving Judge Selection Mechanism," Xinhua News Agency, April 26,
2007. 2. Qian Wenjuan, Liu Wenjuan, "On the Judge Management System
of China," China Court, June 11, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Since 2002, candidates have to pass the national judicial exam in order to
become judges. This rule is quite rigid, and only in extremely exceptional
cases is it violated. 

36c    In law, there is a confirmation process for national-level judges (i.e. conducted by the
legislature or an independent body).

Score: YES

References: Chapter 5 of Judges Law of China. 



37: Can members of the judiciary be held accountable for their actions?

37a    In law, members of the national-level judiciary are obliged to give reasons for their
decisions.

Score: YES

References: 1. Judge's Law of China. 2. The Supreme People's Court's Opinions
on Strengthening the Work on Judicial Openness in the People's
Courts. 3. Public Procurators Law of China. 

37b    In practice, members of the national-level judiciary give reasons for their decisions.

Score: 50

References: 1. Dong Zhaohong, Fang Hengzu, "On the Reform of Judgement
Reasons," The Journal of Zhejiang University, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Chen
Ruihua, "The Trial Should Be Public," Caijing Magazine, June 19,
2007. [ LINK ] 

37c    In law, there is a disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism) for the national-level
judicial system.

Score: YES

References: Disciplinary Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, Criminal
Law of China. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: As the Communist Party of China (CPC) is the dominant ruling party,
it acts as the ultimate referee on all important activities in Mainland
China including lawmaking, revision of laws, and disciplinary
supervision. 

 

37d    In law, the judicial disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism) is protected from
political interference.

Score: NO

References: On the one hand, China has disciplinary agencies. On the other
hand, all these agencies are controlled by the ruling party. Thus, it is
not independent. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The judicial disciplinary agency is controlled by the leadership of the
Communist Party of China (CPC)and thus, subject to political
interference. 

 

37e    In practice, when necessary, the judicial disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism)
initiates investigations.

Score: 50

References: 1. Xi Mingqiang, "On supervising judges," Beida Yinghua, June 2008. 
[ LINK ] 2. Qiao Xinsheng, "Introducing jury system to monitor
judges," Jin Yang Wang, 2007. [ LINK ] 

http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/21601/21626/2007/4/zh6471492110247002668-0.htm
http://www.caijing.com.cn/index.html
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://www.ycwb.com/big5/xkb/2007-01/12/content_1347011.htm


Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, People's Prosecutors are entitled to monitor judges.
Furthermore, in law, the People's Congress is the ultimate source of
power of monitoring. Party's disciplinary committee in most cases
plays an effective role in monitoring judges. 

37f    In practice, when necessary, the judicial disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism)
imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 50

References: 1. Xi Mingqiang, "On supervising judges", June, Beida Yinghua,
2008. [ LINK ] 2. Qiao Xinsheng, "Introducing jury system to monitor
judges," Jin Yang Wang, 2007. [ LINK ] 

http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://www.ycwb.com/big5/xkb/2007-01/12/content_1347011.htm


38: Are there regulations governing conflicts of interest for the national-level
judiciary?

38a    In law, members of the national-level judiciary are required to file an asset disclosure
form.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

38b    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
national-level judiciary.

Score: YES

References: Regulations on the Punishment of Leaders at Various Levels Giving and
Receiving Cash, Negotiable Securities, and Payment Instruments. 

38c    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the asset disclosure
forms of members of the national-level judiciary.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

38d    In law, there are restrictions for national-level judges entering the private sector after
leaving the government.

Score: YES

References: 1. Civil Servants Law of China. 2. Judges Law of China. [ LINK ] 

38e    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
national-level judges are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Cui Jie, Xiao Shuijin, "Reemployment of retired government officials
beget corruption," Jiancha Daily, August 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Li Mengjuan,
"Shadow corruption of retired officials," Xinhua News, July 22, 2008. [ LINK
] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are indeed some regulations concerning judges entering private
enterpises, for example, a three-year cooling period. However, like for
public servants, this phenomenon has been quite common, particularly in
the 1990s, since at that time, the benefits to being a judge were so low that
many judges quit their jobs and entered the private sector. Of course, as
time passed, something has changed. Salaries, benefits, and the social
position for judges are good. Thus, fewer judges enter the private sector.
But this is not caused by laws or regulations. It's simply the result of labor
market changes. 

38f    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
national-level judiciary are effective.

Score: 25

http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=35754
http://www.jcrb.com/zhuanti/ffzt/fbxx/wjbb/200808/t20080810_61068.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-07/22/content_8745027.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-07/22/content_8745027.htm


References: 1. Zhang Zhe, "Offering gifts? how much," Nanfang Weekend, July 31,
2008. [ LINK ] 2. Wang Yuchu, "China Should illegalize paid lectures by
government officials," Xinhua News, July 3, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comment of Judicial Accountability Sub-Indicator 38e. 

38g    In practice, national-level judiciary asset disclosures are audited.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://magazine.sina.com.hk/nfweekend/20080801/2008-07-31/ba57712.shtml
http://www.godpp.gov.cn/wmpl_/2008-07/03/content_13715017.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


39: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of members of the
national-level judiciary?

39a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of members of the
national-level judiciary.

Score: NO

References: There are no asset disclosure records. 

39b    In practice, citizens can access judicial asset disclosure records within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

39c    In practice, citizens can access judicial asset disclosure records at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


40: Can the legislature provide input to the national budget?

40a    In law, the legislature can amend the budget.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 3 of the Chinese constitution. 

40b    In practice, significant public expenditures require legislative approval.

Score: 50

References: 1. Yang Mingzhou, 2007 "China Should Establish One Mechanism to
Supervise Major Projects," Liaowang Weekly, March 15, 2007. [
LINK ] 2. Cao Lin, "Why must be built?" Renmin Daily, April 9, 2008. [
LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, significant public expenditures require approval from State
Commission of Development and Reform. After that, the People's
Congress seldom veto these proposals. 

40c    In practice, the legislature has sufficient capacity to monitor the budget process and
provide input or changes.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhou Hua, 2008, "Shanghai People's Congress teaches
legislators to supervise government budget," Nan Feng Chuang,
Feb. 25. [ LINK ] 2. Zhang Binyu, 2007, "On People's Congress
Supervising Budget Process," People's Congress Study, No 5. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The reviewing process of legislature on govenment budget is more
symbolic than of any practical importance. But we do need to bear in
mind that in provincial and city level, sometimes, legislature can veto
a budget plan, as I have listed in sources section. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is very little that a legislature can do to revise a budget. The
budget is brief, there is not sufficient information and the process is
short. The review has never been a meaningful process. 

 

http://scitech.people.com.cn/GB/5473013.html
http://scitech.people.com.cn/GB/5473013.html
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-04/09/content_7943652.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-04/09/content_7943652.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/local/2008-02/25/content_7663280.htm


41: Can citizens access the national budgetary process?

41a    In practice, the national budgetary process is conducted in a transparent manner in the
debating stage (i.e. before final approval).

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhou Hua, "Shanghai People's Congress teaches legislators to
supervise government budget," Nan Feng Chuang, Feb. 25, 2008. [
LINK ] 2. Zhang Binyu, "On People's Congress Supervising Budget
Process," People's Congress Study, No 5, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

First, there are indeed some discussions on budget, mainly in the
small group discussions of National People's Congress meetings.
Secondly, this process, generally, is not publicly available, except in
rare cases. 

41b    In practice, citizens provide input at budget hearings.

Score: 25

References: 1, Guo Zhengang, "It's a good sign of letting the public involve in
budgeting," Gongren Daily, August 24, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Li Fan, "The
citizens' involvement in budget process should be institutionalized,"
The World and China Institute, Oct. 18, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See Budget Processes Sub-Indicator Comment 41a. 

41c    In practice, citizens can access itemized budget allocations.

Score: 25

References: 1. Guo Zhengang, "It's a good sign of letting the public involve in
budgeting," Gongren Daily, August 24, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Li Fan, "The
citizens' involvement in budget process should be institutionalized,"
The World and China Institute, Oct. 18, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

First, there are indeed some discussions on budget, mainly in the
small group discussions of National People's Congress meetings.
Secondly, this process, generally, is not publicly available, except in
rare cases. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Citizens can not access itemized budget allocations until the
Government Work Report is read on the National People's Congress. 

 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/local/2008-02/25/content_7663280.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/local/2008-02/25/content_7663280.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2007-08/24/content_6595276.htm
http://www.world-china.org/newsdetail.asp?newsid=2021
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2007-08/24/content_6595276.htm
http://www.world-china.org/newsdetail.asp?newsid=2021


42: Is there a separate legislative committee which provides oversight of public
funds?

42    In law, is there a separate legislative committee which provides oversight of public
funds?

Score: YES

References: The Finance and Economic Committee of Standing Committee of National
People's Congress by Organic Law of National People's Congress of
China. 



43: Is the legislative committee overseeing the expenditure of public funds
effective?

43a    In practice, department heads regularly submit reports to this committee.

Score: 50

References: 1. Li Peng, "People's Congress should strengthen budget monitoring and
supervising," Caijing Wang, Aug. 29, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Xinhua News
Agency, "People's Congress report on budget implementation," March 11,
2008. [ LINK ] 

43b    In practice, the committee acts in a non-partisan manner with members of opposition
parties serving on the committee in an equitable fashion.

Score: 0

References: Opposition parties are not allowed to exist in China. 

43c    In practice, when necessary, this committee initiates independent investigations into
financial irregularities.

Score: 50

References: 1. Zhu Fuhui, "The Investigation Power of People's Congress," China
Papers Center, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Zhang Jingyong, "Interviewing four
members of the Standing Committee of People's Congress," April 28,
2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.caijing.com.cn/2008-08-29/110009227.html
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2008-03-11/220315125788.shtml
http://www.studa.net/faxuelilun/080312/09001183.html
http://www.npc.cn/npc/xinwen/2008-04/28/content_1426312.htm


44: Are there national regulations for the civil service encompassing, at least,
the managerial and professional staff?

44a    In law, there are regulations requiring an impartial, independent and fairly managed civil
service.

Score: YES

References: Civil Servant Law of the People's Republic of China 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The Civil Servant's Law does meet this requirement, at least in part. 

 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: A series of laws have been issued to ensure an impartial, independent and
fairly managed civil service. However, one hard fact must be kept in mind:
the civil service is under the leadership of the Communist Party of China
(CPC). In other words, the civil service is protected by law from all political
interference except that by the leadership of the CPC. 
Suggested references: 

1. Civil Servant Law of the People's Republic of China
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=58050 

2. Judges Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=35754 

3. Public Procurators Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=35756 

4. People's Police Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=10945 

5. Administrative Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=4274 

6. Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative supervision:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134 

 

44b    In law, there are regulations to prevent nepotism, cronyism, and patronage within the civil
service.

Score: YES

References: Chapters 7, 12, of Rules of Civil Servants, and Chapter 8 of the Criminal
Law of China. 

44c    In law, there is an independent redress mechanism for the civil service.

Score: YES

References: Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative Supervision: [
LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is redress mechanism, but in practice, it is not independent from
interference from the ruling political party. 

http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134


44: Are there national regulations for the civil service encompassing, at least,
the managerial and professional staff?

44a    In law, there are regulations requiring an impartial, independent and fairly managed civil
service.

YES

Civil Servant Law of the People's Republic of China 

The Civil Servant's Law does meet this requirement, at least in part. 

 

A series of laws have been issued to ensure an impartial, independent and
fairly managed civil service. However, one hard fact must be kept in mind:
the civil service is under the leadership of the Communist Party of China
(CPC). In other words, the civil service is protected by law from all political
interference except that by the leadership of the CPC. 
Suggested references: 

1. Civil Servant Law of the People's Republic of China
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=58050 

2. Judges Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=35754 

3. Public Procurators Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=35756 

4. People's Police Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=10945 

5. Administrative Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=4274 

6. Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative supervision:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134 

 

44b    In law, there are regulations to prevent nepotism, cronyism, and patronage within the civil
service.

YES

Chapters 7, 12, of Rules of Civil Servants, and Chapter 8 of the Criminal
Law of China. 

44c    In law, there is an independent redress mechanism for the civil service.

YES

Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative Supervision: [
LINK ] 

There is redress mechanism, but in practice, it is not independent from
interference from the ruling political party. 

http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134


Peer Reviewer's Comments: According to the Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative
Supervision, supervisory organs are established at or above the county
level. The supervisory organ under the State Council is in charge of
administrative supervision throughout China and local supervisory organs at
or above the county level exercise supervision over local governments and
civil servants. If a civil servant refuses to accept a decision made by the
competent administrative organ on imposing administrative sanctions on
him, he may lodge a complaint to the supervisory organ at the same level
within 30 days from the date of receiving such a decision. If the civil servant
still refuses to accept the review decision made by the supervisory organ,
he may make an appeal to the supervisory organ at a higher level within 30
days from the date of receiving the review decision. The review decisions
made by the higher supervisory organ and by the State of Council
Supervisory Organ shall be final. In law, the supervisory organs are
independent of their respective government administration but they are still
under the leadership of the CPC. 
Suggested reference: Law of the People's Republic of China on
Administrative Supervision
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134 

 

44d    In law, civil servants convicted of corruption are prohibited from future government
employment.

Score: YES

References: Article 24 of Civil Servants Law of China. 



According to the Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative
Supervision, supervisory organs are established at or above the county
level. The supervisory organ under the State Council is in charge of
administrative supervision throughout China and local supervisory organs at
or above the county level exercise supervision over local governments and
civil servants. If a civil servant refuses to accept a decision made by the
competent administrative organ on imposing administrative sanctions on
him, he may lodge a complaint to the supervisory organ at the same level
within 30 days from the date of receiving such a decision. If the civil servant
still refuses to accept the review decision made by the supervisory organ,
he may make an appeal to the supervisory organ at a higher level within 30
days from the date of receiving the review decision. The review decisions
made by the higher supervisory organ and by the State of Council
Supervisory Organ shall be final. In law, the supervisory organs are
independent of their respective government administration but they are still
under the leadership of the CPC. 
Suggested reference: Law of the People's Republic of China on
Administrative Supervision
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134 

 

44d    In law, civil servants convicted of corruption are prohibited from future government
employment.

YES

Article 24 of Civil Servants Law of China. 



45: Is the law governing the administration and civil service effective?

45a    In practice, civil servants are protected from political interference.

Score: 0

References: 1. "On the problems of China's public servant system," Lunwen
Zhongxin. [ LINK ] 2. "Chongqing Pengshui Poet Case," Southern City
News, Oct. 19, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, the civil servants system in Western sense is not
established. There is no clear distinction between civil servants and
politicians. Independence is restricted. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In China, the civil servants are protected from all political interference
except interference by the leadership of the Communist Party of
China (CPC). 

 

45b    In practice, civil servants are appointed and evaluated according to professional criteria.

Score: 50

References: 1. Liu Shushu, "Examination should not be the only method to select
public servants," Shangbao Shiping, March 7, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This case is very similar to the selection mechanism of judges. All
new public servants are required to take written exam. Only those
passing the written exam are given interview opportunities. This rule
is quite strict. 
However, in most cases, nepotism and cronism are common. But
neither professionalism or nepotism is a sufficient condition. Both are
necessary conditions. If one with some degree of professional quality,
and have personal connections with higher level officials, he is very
possible to get promoted. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Below the provincial level, there are many reports of corruption that
involve the Communist Party of China (CPC) leaders and
government officials who simply appoint officials according to how
much monetary benefit the candidates can be generate. 

 

45c    In practice, civil service management actions (e.g. hiring, firing, promotions) are not
based on nepotism, cronyism, or patronage.

Score: 50

References: 1. Interview with Prof. Yu Dazhang, Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, July 19, 2007, at the office. 2. Jiang Yuanming, "Keeping
an eye on nepotism," Dong Fang Wang, June 5, 2008. [ LINK ] 

45d    In practice, civil servants have clear job descriptions.

Score: 50

http://www.studa.net/minzhu/060104/09482720.html
http://newedubig5.jxnews.com.cn/system/2008/03/07/002695517_01.shtml
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080605/u1a3634779.html


References: 1. Interview Ms. Zeng Min, civil servant at CAAC, July 19, at the
office. 2. Beijing Statistic Bureau's job description. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This is an improvement. Recently, Chinese government positions are
required to disclose its responsibilities and rights. 

45e    In practice, civil servant bonuses constitute only a small fraction of total pay.

Score: 50

References: 1. Yue Gongzheng, Su Hainan, "Shadow Incomes of Officials
Propose A Big Threat to Welfare Reform," People's Forum, July 4,
2007. [ LINK ]. 2. Interview Zeng Min, CAAC, at the office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This is an improvement. In the past, legal bonus constitutes the
significant fraction of take-home pay. However, since late 2006,
many rules and regulations are trying to curb this. In my discussion
with several civil servants, these rules are very well implemented. Of
course, this does not include illegal income. 

45f    In practice, the government publishes the number of authorized civil service positions
along with the number of positions actually filled.

Score: 75

References: 1. "The Basic Procedure for Hiring Public Servants," Tengxun
Education, May 25, 2005. 2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, "Job
Opennings," 2007, 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

China in recent years formed a unified examination system for
recruiting public servants. All job vacancies are listed and approved
by higher-level government, and all prospective civil servants must
pass examinations. Only candidates ranked very high have the
opportunity to go through the interview process. Generally, corruption
can only happen in the interview process. 

45g    In practice, the independent redress mechanism for the civil service is effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Feng Xingwu and Zhou Zhongsheng, "On the Redress Mechanism
of Civil Servants," Fa Xin Wang, August 2006. [ LINK ] 2. Song
Shiming, 2"The inspection of public servants system," Study Times,
Oct. 29, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

An independent redress system exists but it is not independent of
political influence, as the ruling communist party influences all levels
of government. The rights of some ordinary public servants are not
well protected. Of course, this excludes government leaders. But
redress mechanisms do exist, mainly through appealing, or going to
courts. 

45h    In practice, in the past year, the government has paid civil servants on time.

Score: 50

References: 1. "On solving late payment problem of Bandong Zhen." [ LINK ] 2.
"Jiangsu advancing public servants payment reform," Zhejiang
Zaixian, March 27, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://politics.people.com.cn/GB/14562/5967642.html
http://www.law863.com/n217584c451.shtml
http://www.tgrl.gov.cn/ll/2007/1029/article_14.html
http://www.fz12345.gov.cn/detail.jsp?callid=08040200065&code=963003
http://www.shxb.net/html/20080327/20080327_84954.shtml


Social Scientist's
Comments:

Generally, the delayed payment problem is rare, mainly in rural
areas. 

45i    In practice, civil servants convicted of corruption are prohibited from future government
employment.

Score: 75

References: 1. Li Fang, "Can Citizens with Criminal Record Turn to be Civil
Servants?--Analysis and Suggestions to the Article 6 of the Law to
Civil Servants," Journal of Guangxi Administrative Cadre Institute of
Politics and Law, No, 3, 2006. 



46: Are there regulations addressing conflicts of interest for civil servants?

46a    In law, senior members of the civil service are required to file an asset disclosure form.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

46b    In law, there are requirements for civil servants to recuse themselves from policy
decisions where their personal interests may be affected.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 11 of Civil Servants Law of China. 

46c    In law, there are restrictions for civil servants entering the private sector after leaving
the government.

Score: YES

References: Article 102 of Civil Servants Law of China. 

46d    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to civil servants.

Score: YES

References: 1. Criminal Law of China. 2. Civil Servant Law of China. 3. Regulation on
the Punishment of Civil Servants of Administrative organs. 4. Regulations
on the Punishment of Leaders at Various Levels Giving and Receiving
Cash, Negotiable Securities, and Payment Instruments . 

46e    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the asset disclosure
forms of senior members of the civil service.

Score: NO

References: No such requirements exist. 

46f    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
civil servants are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Cui Jie, Xiao Shuijin, "Reemployment of retired government officials
beget corruption," Jiancha Daily, Aug. 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Li Mengjuan,
"Shadow corruption of retired officials," Xinhua News, July 22, 2008. [ LINK
] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments of corresponding question in judicial sector. Both judges
and officials are subject to the same law concerning their post-government
employment. 

46g    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to civil servants are
effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhang Zhe, "Offering gifts? how much," Nanfang Weekend, July 31,
2008. [ LINK ] 2. Wang Yuchu, "China Should illegalize paid lectures by
government officials," Xinhua News, July 3, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.jcrb.com/zhuanti/ffzt/fbxx/wjbb/200808/t20080810_61068.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-07/22/content_8745027.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-07/22/content_8745027.htm
http://magazine.sina.com.hk/nfweekend/20080801/2008-07-31/ba57712.shtml
http://www.godpp.gov.cn/wmpl_/2008-07/03/content_13715017.htm


Social Scientist's
Comments:

Hospitality gifts are very common, varying from small items, such as
vegetables, fruits, and shopping vouchers, to more valuable things, such as
travel and cash. 

46h    In practice, the requirements for civil service recusal from policy decisions affecting
personal interests are effective.

Score: 25

References: 1. Zhang Guoqing, "Five Suggestions to Curb Corruption," Zhongguo
Lianzheng Wenhua Wang, August 14, 2006. 2. "Interest Groups Affect
Legislation," a special report by Sohu News. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This is a serious problem in China. 

46i    In practice, civil service asset disclosures are audited.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


47: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants?

47a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants.

Score: NO

References: There are no asset disclosure records at all. 

47b    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants
within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

47c    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants at a
reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: 1. "When will China adopt asset disclosure systems," Development Forum,
March 14, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Gao Yifei, "It's time to adopt asset disclosure
system," Hua Shang News, March 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-03/14/content_7778595.htm
http://61.129.65.8:82/gate/big5/pinglun.eastday.com/p/20080304/u1a3442398.html


48: Are employees protected from recrimination or other negative
consequences when reporting corruption (i.e. whistle-blowing)?

48a    In law, civil servants who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of power, or abuse of
resources are protected from recrimination or other negative consequences.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of Civil Servants Law of China. Criminal Procedure Law of
China. 

48b    In practice, civil servants who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of power, or
abuse of resources are protected from recrimination or other negative consequences.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Rules of Protecting Whistle-blowers," issued by Central Disciplinary
Committee. 2. "The death of whistle-blower," Development Forum, May 3,
2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In this year, there are cases of negative consequences of whistle-blowing,
even death. 

48c    In law, private sector employees who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of power,
or abuse of resources are protected from recrimination or other negative consequences.

Score: YES

References: 1. Criminal Procedural Law of China. 2. "Rules of Protecting
Whistleblowers," issued by Central Disciplinary Committee. 

48d    In practice, private sector employees who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of
power, or abuse of resources are protected from recrimination or other negative
consequences.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Rules of Protecting Whistle-blowers," issued by Central Disciplinary
Committee. 2. "The death of whistle-blower," Development Forum, May 3,
2008. [ LINK ] 

http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-05/13/content_8148864.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-05/13/content_8148864.htm


49: Is there an internal mechanism (i.e. phone hotline, e-mail address, local
office) through which civil servants can report corruption?

49    In law, is there an internal mechanism (i.e. phone hotline, e-mail address, local office)
through which civil servants can report corruption?

Score: YES

References: Letters Center at Central Disciplinary Committee. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There are three important organs to which civil servants can report
corruption. They are (1) the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central
Disciplinary Committee; (2) the State Council Supervisory Organ; and
(3) the National Bureau of Corruption Prevention, and their branches
at the provincial, municipal and county levels. 

 



50: In practice, is the internal mechanism (i.e. phone hotline, e-mail address,
local office) through which civil servants can report corruption effective?

50a    In practice, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector corruption has a
professional, full-time staff.

Score: 75

References: 1. "Public prosectors protect whistle-blower," Chongqing Evening News,
June 24, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. National Bureau of Corruption Prevention of
PRC, established in May 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In 2007 China established a new government organ, National Bureau of
Corruption Prevention, to tackle corruption. 

50b    In practice, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector corruption receives
regular funding.

Score: 50

References: 1. Shen Hongyan, Pi Chunping, "A story on anti-corruption activist,"
December 28, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Nanbu Jiancha, "Anti-corruption bureau,"
Nanbu Jiacha Yuan, Feb. 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The agency receives regular funding. However, it may be not be enough. 

50c    In practice, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector corruption acts on
complaints within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: 1. Wang Keqing, Liu Sikun, "1,359 Complaints in the Past Six Years from
Yongquan Village, Daqing," China Rural Areas Research Network Working
Paper, 2007. 2. Since June 25, 2008, a special telephone number, 12388,
is put to use. It speeds up the process of related cases. 

50d    In practice, when necessary, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector
corruption initiates investigations.

Score: 75

References: 1. Wang Keqing, Liu Sikun, "1,359 Complaints in the Past Six Years from
Yongquan Village, Daqing," China Rural Areas Research Network Working
Paper, 2007. 2. Since June 25, 2008, a special telephone number, 12388,
is put to use. It speeds up the process of related cases. 

http://news.sznews.com/content/2008-06/24/content_3060925.htm
http://www.hbjc.gov.cn/zhuanxianghuodong1/duiwujianshe6dagongcheng/200805/t20080529_17203.html
http://www.nbjcy.com/yqkl/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=25


51: Is the public procurement process effective?

51a    In law, there are regulations addressing conflicts of interest for public procurement
officials.

Score: YES

References: Article 12 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

51b    In law, there is mandatory professional training for public procurement officials.

Score: YES

References: Article 62 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

51c    In practice, the conflicts of interest regulations for public procurement officials are
enforced.

Score: 50

References: 1. The Phenomenal Case of Public Procurement," China Business, July 13,
2007. [ LINK ] 2. Li Yayun, "The opportunities and challenges of
Government Procurement Law," Study Times, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are regulations concerning the whole process of procurement, such
as the publicity stage, evaluating bids, and announcing results. However,
there are cases of violations of procurement law. For example, the General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantee was
criticized for hiring a firm that is closely related to its office to enforce the
product quality identification system. This caused corruption, and one high
ranking official of the office killed himself this year for the fear of impending
investigation. [ LINK ] 

51d    In law, there is a mechanism that monitors the assets, incomes and spending habits of
public procurement officials.

Score: NO

References: No such mechanism exists. 

51e    In law, major procurements require competitive bidding.

Score: YES

References: Chapters 3 and 4 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

51f    In law, strict formal requirements limit the extent of sole sourcing.

Score: YES

References: Article 31 of Government Procurement Law of the People's Republic of
China. 

51g    In law, unsuccessful bidders can instigate an official review of procurement decisions.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 6 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

51h    In law, unsuccessful bidders can challenge procurement decisions in a court of law.

Score: YES

http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/20070713/23471540217.shtml
http://www.china.com.cn/xxsb/txt/2008-01/14/content_9529370.htm
http://news.cnfol.com/080827/101,1277,4672247,00.shtml


References: Chapter 6 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

51i    In law, companies guilty of major violations of procurement regulations (i.e. bribery) are
prohibited from participating in future procurement bids.

Score: YES

References: Article 77 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

51j    In practice, companies guilty of major violations of procurement regulations (i.e. bribery)
are prohibited from participating in future procurement bids.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Decisions on 7 companies violating procurement regulations," Qidong
Lianzheng, Aug. 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. "Measures on procurement procedure
of Yiwu," Oct. 11, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See Procurement Sub-Indicator 51c. 

http://www.qdlz.gov.cn/news_view.asp?newsid=2753
http://www.yw.gov.cn/cgzb/zcfg/xygh/200710/t20071011_80263.html


52: Can citizens access the public procurement process?

52a    In law, citizens can access public procurement regulations.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of The Decree of Government Information Openness. 

52b    In law, the government is required to publicly announce the results of procurement
decisions.

Score: YES

References: 1. Chapter 2 of The Decree of Government Information Openness. 2.
Chapter 4 of Government Procurement Law of China. 

52c    In practice, citizens can access public procurement regulations within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, 2007, "Studies on government information disclose," Degree
Thesis. [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of Government
Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

52d    In practice, citizens can access public procurement regulations at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, 2007, "Studies on government information disclose," Degree
Thesis. [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of Government
Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

52e    In practice, major public procurements are effectively advertised.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Government Procurements Should Be Advertised, Otherwise
Punished", China Government Procurements, July 23, 2007. 2. Gu Liaohai
"Why Are Government Procurements Organized by Private
Organizations?" China Economic Weekly, July 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comment for Procurement Sub-Indicator 51c. 

52f    In practice, citizens can access the results of major public procurement bids.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Government Procurements Should Be Advertised, Otherwise
Punished," China Government Procurements, July 23, 2007. [ Link] 2. Gu
Liaohai, "Why Are Government Procurements Organized by Private
Organizations?" China Economic Weekly, July 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to the law, all procurement results must be publicly announced.
Though most are, there are some exceptions, such as delays in
announcement, and vague annoucements. 

http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007
http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007


53: Is the privatization process effective?

53a    In law, all businesses are eligible to compete for privatized state assets.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of Management Interim Procedures of Enterprises' State-Owned
Property Right Transfer. 

53b    In law, there are regulations addressing conflicts of interest for government officials
involved in privatization.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 9 of Rules on the Evaluation and Management of State Assets. 

53c    In practice, conflicts of interest regulations for government officials involved in
privatization are enforced.

Score: 25

References: 1. Luo Zhongwei, "Studies on the transfer of state-owned assets," Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences Paper, Jan. 29, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Cheng
Shihua, "A case study of Gu Jing Gong's MBO," Xinhua News, July 28,
2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Although there are regulations concerning this, it is a very serious problem.
But in terms of how severe, there is no clear data. On the other hand,
there are many reports from journalists and scholars concerning this issue.
See references. 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-01/29/content_7516338.htm
http://ah.anhuinews.com/system/2008/07/28/002075937.shtml


54: Can citizens access the terms and conditions of privatization bids?

54a    In law, citizens can access privatization regulations.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of the Decree of Government Information Openness. 

54b    In practice, privatizations are effectively advertised.

Score: 50

References: 1. Luo Zhongwei, "Studies on the transfer of state-owned assets," Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences Paper, Jan. 29, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Cheng
Shihua, "A case study of Gu Jing Gong's MBO," Xinhua News, July 28,
2008. [ LINK ] 3. Rules of transfering state-owned assets. [ LINK ] 

54c    In law, the government is required to publicly announce the results of privatization
decisions.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of the Decree of Government Information Openness. 

54d    In practice, citizens can access privatization regulations within a reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, "Studies on government information disclose," Degree
Thesis, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of the People's Republic of China on
the Disclosure of Government Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

54e    In practice, citizens can access privatization regulations at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, "Studies on government information disclose," Degree
Thesis, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of
Government Information 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-01/29/content_7516338.htm
http://ah.anhuinews.com/system/2008/07/28/002075937.shtml
http://news.xinhuanet.com/zhengfu/2004-01/09/content_1267971.htm
http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007
http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007


55: Is there a national ombudsman, public protector or equivalent agency (or
collection of agencies) covering the entire public sector?

55    In law, is there a national ombudsman, public protector or equivalent agency (or
collection of agencies) covering the entire public sector?

Score: YES

References: 1. Ministry of Supervision of China. 2. Administrative Procedure Law of
China. 3. Law on Administrative Supervision. 



56: Is the national ombudsman effective?

56a    In law, the ombudsman is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: Law on Administrative Supervision. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In law, the ombudsman is protected from all political interference,
except interference from the leadership of the Communist Party of
China (CPC) is inevitable, in practice. 

 

56b    In practice, the ombudsman is protected from political interference.

Score: 25

References: 1. Mei Lihong, "The Change of China's Disciplinary System," Study
Times, April 2007. 2. Cheng Longke, "Chinese Style Disciplinary
System," Beijing Daily, May 14, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no independent national ombudsman. The existing
equivalent agencies are controlled by the party. 

56c    In practice, the head of the ombudsman agency/entity is protected from removal without
relevant justification.

Score: 50

References: 1. Mei Lihong, "The Change of China's Disciplinary System," Study
Times, April 2007. 2. Cheng Longke, "Chinese Style Disciplinary
System," Beijing Daily, May 14, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The ombudsman is connected to and reliant on the party. 

56d    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 75

References: 1. Tian Gang, "The effective measure to control corruption," Ban Yue
Tan, Oct. 29, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. China established "National Bureau of
Corruption Prevention" in December 2007. 

56e    In practice, agency appointments support the independence of the ombudsman agency
(or agencies).

Score: 75

References: 1. "China's public servants system is improving," Fazhi Daily, Oct. 10,
2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, all new government employees must pass written exams,
and only those who perform exceptionally well advance to take oral
exams. This is strictly enforced. 

56f    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) receives regular funding.

Score: 75

http://news.xinhuanet.com/legal/2007-10/29/content_6969422.htm
http://politics.people.com.cn/GB/1026/6360863.html


References: 1. Fa Xuan, "A review of Qinghai's anti-corruption activities," Qinghai
News, June 3. 2008. [ LINK ] 2. China established "National Bureau
of Corruption Prevention" in December 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, government budgets do not change dramatically from year
to year. Generally, they grow annually. 

56g    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) makes publicly available reports.

Score: 50

References: 1. "The Chinese Public Governance Indicators," Unirule Center for
Governance Studies, April 30, 2008. [ LINK ] 

56h    In practice, when necessary, the national ombudsman (or equivalent agency or
agencies) initiates investigations.

Score: 50

References: 1. Xi Mingqiang, "On supervising judges," Beida Yinghua, June 2008. 
[ LINK ] 2. Qiao Xinsheng, "Introducing jury system to monitor
judges," Jin Yang Wang, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are many examples. Most recently, in a tragedy in the Shanxi
mining fields, the death toll the local government reported to the
central government was less than 10. However, a journalist proved
that it was higher than 30. Thus, the central government established
an ad hoc group, composed of officials from different agencies,
disciplinary and the court, to investigate this case and the corruption
involved. These agencies are able to initiate investigations, but
generally rely on some external pressure, such as media coverage or
the order from central government, before acting. 

56i    In practice, when necessary, the national ombudsman (or equivalent agency or
agencies) imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 50

References: 1. Xi Mingqiang, "On supervising judges," Beida Yinghua, June 2008. 
[ LINK ] 2. Qiao Xinsheng, "Introducing jury system to monitor
judges," Jin Yang Wang, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are many examples. Most recently, in a tragedy in the Shanxi
mining fields, the death toll the local government reported to the
central government was less than 10. However, a journalist proved
that it was higher than 30. Thus, the central government established
an ad hoc group, composed of officials from different agencies,
disciplinary and the court, to investigate this case and the corruption
involved. These agencies are able to initiate investigations, but
generally rely on some external pressure, such as media coverage or
the order from central government, before acting. 
In this case, penalties are still pending, but that is because any
conduct in covering casualties is extremely serious. The most recent
progress of this case is that the Supreme Procurorate is directing a
team composed of many government agencies to investigate this
case. The head of this team said in the press conference that the
main mission of this ad hoc committee was to calculate the exact

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2008-06-04/071315677608.shtml
http://www.xixik.com/content/3966426c14e4b300
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://www.ycwb.com/big5/xkb/2007-01/12/content_1347011.htm
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://www.ycwb.com/big5/xkb/2007-01/12/content_1347011.htm


number of casualties and identify corrupt officials. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Such national ombudsman agencies as the Communist Party of
China (CPC) Central Disciplinary Committee and the State Council
Supervisory Organ may impose political and administrative penalties
on offenders, but they must hand over criminal offenders to the
judiciary for criminal charges. 

 

56j    In practice, the government acts on the findings of the ombudsman agency (or agencies).

Score: 50

References: 1. Deng Haijian, "To Make Audit Reports Really Accountable,"
Guangzhou Daily, July 23, 2007. 2. Bi Ke, "Expecting accountability
campaign after audit campaign," Yan Zhao City News, June 28,
2007. [ LINK ] 3. Wang Keqing, Liu Sikun "1359 complaints in the
Past six Years from Yongquan Village, Daqing," China Rural Areas
Research Network Working Paper, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no national ombudsman. But there are several agencies
with similar responsibilities. 

56k    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) acts on citizen complaints within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: 1. Deng Haijian, "To Make Audit Reports Really Accountable,"
Guangzhou Daily, July 23, 2007. 2. Bi Ke, "Expecting accountability
campaign after audit campaign," Yan Zhao City News, June 28,
2007. [ LINK ] 3. Wang Keqing, Liu Sikun "1359 complaints in the
Past six Years from Yongquan Village, Daqing," China Rural Areas
Research Network Working Paper, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See National Ombudsman Sub-Indicator 56h. The national
ombudsman generally acts on citizens' complaints if the complaints
are strong enough, and there are enough complaints. 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/lianzheng/2007-06/28/content_6302376.htm
http://www.shwd.net/shownews.asp?newsid=664
http://news.xinhuanet.com/lianzheng/2007-06/28/content_6302376.htm
http://www.shwd.net/shownews.asp?newsid=664


57: Can citizens access the reports of the ombudsman?

57a    In law, citizens can access reports of the ombudsman(s).

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of The Decree on Government Information Openness. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are many agencies to handle complaints and relevant issues of
citizens, such as the letters office, court and disciplinary committee. In most
cases, citizens turn to higher-level government. These agencies will submit
reports to various levels of the National People's Congress. 

57b    In practice, citizens can access the reports of the ombudsman(s) within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, "Studies on government information disclose," Degree
Thesis, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of
Government Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

57c    In practice, citizens can access the reports of the ombudsman(s) at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, "Studies on government information disclose," Degree
Thesis, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of
Government Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007
http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007


58: Is there a national supreme audit institution, auditor general or equivalent
agency covering the entire public sector?

58    In law, is there a national supreme audit institution, auditor general or equivalent agency
covering the entire public sector?

Score: YES

References: National Audit Office of China established by the State Council. 



59: Is the supreme audit institution effective?

59a    In law, the supreme audit institution is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: Article 91 of the Chinese constitution. 

59b    In practice, the head of the audit agency is protected from removal without relevant
justification.

Score: 75

References: 1. "Li Jinghua leaves, however, auditing goes on," Guangzhou Daily March
18, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Overall, the head of the auditing agency is protected from removal. Li
Jinghua's case attests to this. Mr. Li worked as the head of the auditing
agency for many years, and exposed many violations. However, he can still
serve his position until his retirement this year. This is an improvement. 

59c    In practice, the audit agency has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 75

References: 1. Yang Huayun, "The expansion of auditing bureau," Xin Jing Bao, Aug.
11, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Chen Xiao, "Liu Jia Yi directs State Bureau of
Auditing," 21Century Economic Report. [ LINK ] 

59d    In practice, audit agency appointments support the independence of the agency.

Score: 75

References: 1. Zhang Xiaosong, "The independence and quality of auditing," Xinhua
News, July 5, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Liu Shushu, "Examination should not be the
only method to select public servants," Shangbao Shiping, March 7, 2008. [
LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Like public servants, auditors have to take written and oral examinations.
Only those passing these two exams are eligible for appointments. These
rules are enforced. 

59e    In practice, the audit agency receives regular funding.

Score: 75

References: 1. "Audit Office Should Be Audited By A Third Party," Beijing News, July
25, 2007. 2. Zhu Jianzhong, "The funding of audit agency restricts its
development," China Paper Download Center, May 11, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, the budgets of all government agencies do not change
dramatically from year to year. This guarantees that the audit agency has
regular, predictable funding. However, whether the funding is sufficient is
another question. We do not have clear criterion to judge this. 

59f    In practice, the audit agency makes regular public reports.

Score: 75

http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2008-03/18/content_7810859.htm
http://www.chinahrd.net/zhi_sk/jt_page.asp?articleID=145383
http://news.tom.com/2007-09-15/0016/21964102.html
http://www.china.com.cn/news/txt/2007-07/05/content_8485426.htm
http://newedubig5.jxnews.com.cn/system/2008/03/07/002695517_01.shtml
http://newedubig5.jxnews.com.cn/system/2008/03/07/002695517_01.shtml
http://www.studa.net/Audits/080511/11082013.html


References: 1. Liu Jingjun, "On Perfecting Proclamation System for State Audit Result,"
Journal of Fujian Institute of Financial Administration, No. 3, 2005. 2. Li
Zhimin and Yu Lihui, "A Note on The Change of Auditing Rules," Western
Finance and Auditing No. 12, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Since 2004, the supreme audit bureau has provided a uniform format of
audit reports to instruct local audit bureaus. And these audit reports are
publically available on its websites. 

59g    In practice, the government acts on the findings of the audit agency.

Score: 25

References: 1. "National People's Congress Must Participate to Make Audit Reports
Effective," China News Weekly, July 9, 2007. 2. Deng Haijian, "To Make
Audit Reports Really Accountable," Guangzhou Daily, July 23, 2007. 3. Bi
Ke, "Expecting accountability campaign after audit campaign," Yan Zhao
City News, June 28, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

First, government acts on the findings of the audit agency. However, as
listed in the reference, many of these findings are shelved. Thus, in China,
many people hope that government officials should be punished based on
the audit report. There are many cases listed in the following link: [ LINK ] 

59h    In practice, the audit agency is able to initiate its own investigations.

Score: 50

References: 1. "National People's Congress Must Participate to Make Audit Reports
Effective," China News Weekly, July 9, 2007. 2. Deng Haijian, "To Make
Audit Reports Really Accountable" Guangzhou Daily July 23, 2007. 3. Bi
Ke, "Expecting accountability campaign after audit campaign" Yan Zhao
City News, June 28, 2007. [ LINK ] 4. Zhao Zhipeng, "Supreme Audit burea
sets targets of this year," Xinhua News, Feb. 4, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/lianzheng/2007-06/28/content_6302376.htm
http://news.21cn.com/zhuanti/domestic/2008shenji/
http://news.xinhuanet.com/lianzheng/2007-06/28/content_6302376.htm
http://news.sohu.com/20080204/n255077006.shtml


60: Can citizens access reports of the supreme audit institution?

60a    In law, citizens can access reports of the audit agency.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of The Decree on Government Information Openness. 

60b    In practice, citizens can access audit reports within a reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, 2007, "Studies on government information disclosure,"
Degree Thesis, [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of
Government Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

60c    In practice, citizens can access the audit reports at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: 1. Shan Dan, 2007, "Studies on government information disclosure,"
Degree Thesis, [ LINK ] 2. Provisions of China on the Disclosure of
Government Information, valid through May 1, 2008. 

http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007
http://www.cnki.com.cn/grid20/detail.aspx?filename=2007035331&dbname=CMFD2007


61: Is there a national tax collection agency?

61    In law, is there a national tax collection agency?

Score: YES

References: State Administration of Taxation, established by the State Council of China. 



62: Is the tax collection agency effective?

62a    In practice, the tax collection agency has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 75

References: 1. Wang Zongbao, "An analysis of tax collection in catering industry," He
Fei Tax Bureau, December 11, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This problem is similar to the quesiton of audit personnel. There is no clear
criterion. Almost all tax collectors are claiming a shortage of hands.
However, China's tax revenue is increasing by 20 percent annuallt, much
higher than GDP growth rate. Thus, I guess the current tax agency
personnel is enough to fulfill its basic mandate. 

62b    In practice, the tax agency receives regular funding.

Score: 75

References: 1. Wang Zongbao, "An analysis of tax collection in catering industry," He
Fei Tax Bureau, Dec. 11, 2007. 2. The Exemplary Tax Agency Employee,"
People's Daily Internet Version, July 30, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

First, all tax agencies receive regular government funding each year
according to the budget, which will not change dramatically. Secondly, tax
agencies generally have certain percentage commissions from the total
taxes collected. Thus, funding is not a major problem. 



63: Are tax laws enforced uniformly and without discrimination?

63    In practice, are tax laws enforced uniformly and without discrimination?

Score: 50

References: 1. "China is to establish a unified tax rate," Xinhua News, March 9, 2007. [
LINK ] 2. Ministry of Finance, 2007, "Unified tax rate will not hinder FDI," [
LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

China has adopted a new tax rate, valid since January 2008. Under this
rule, all investments without regard to ownership face the same tax rate.
This is a huge improvement. However, there are possibilities that some
local governments still give preferential treatment to FDI or some local
investments with connection to officials. 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/misc/2007-03/09/content_5824963.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/misc/2007-03/09/content_5824963.htm
http://www.ah-n-tax.gov.cn/xwpd/mtsd/t20070112_295778.htm
http://www.ah-n-tax.gov.cn/xwpd/mtsd/t20070112_295778.htm


64: Is there a national customs and excise agency?

64    In law, is there a national customs and excise agency?

Score: YES

References: The General Administration of Customs set by the State Council of China. 



65: Is the customs and excise agency effective?

65a    In practice, the customs and excise agency has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 75

References: 1. Chen Dongxu, "A case study of Shenzhen Customs' response to
policies," Economic Daily, Sept. 25, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no clear criterion. The judgement is based on the rapid increase of
revenue. It shows that customs is able to fulfill its basic responsibilities. 

65b    In practice, the customs and excise agency receives regular funding.

Score: 75

References: 1. Supreme Audit Bureau, "The findings in auditing 49 ministries,"
September 20, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This scoring is based on the auditing report. In this report, customs was
found to be misusing money, for instance, building luxury offices. This
shows that customs has free flowing funding, different from the regular
funding it should have each year. 

http://law.moeasmea.gov.tw/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=1005
http://finance.ce.cn/macro/gdxw/200709/20/t20070920_12615051_3.shtml


66: Are customs and excise laws enforced uniformly and without
discrimination?

66    In practice, are customs and excise laws enforced uniformly and without discrimination?

Score: 25

References: 1. "Dongguan Customs was found to be corrupt," Da Yang Wang, June 24,
2008. [ LINK ] 2. "Anti-Corruption Measures Are Effective in Customs,"
China Customs official website, Jan. 26. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In a recent case, Dong Guan Customs of Guang Dong province was found
be corrupt. Firms paid from 2000-5000 Hong Kong dollars
(US$258-US$645) to its 48 officers monthly, based on rank and position. 

http://news.jinghua.cn/351//c/200806/25/n1233607,2.shtml


67: Is there an agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism
overseeing state-owned companies?

67    In law, is there an agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies?

Score: YES

References: State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission,
established by the State Council. 



68: Is the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies effective?

68a    In law, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies is protected from political interference.

Score: NO

References: State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission,
established by the State Council. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Laws only say that state-owned enterprises can decide what to
produce and some operational affairs. However, the management are
appointed by government and it's absolutely subject to political
interference. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: A series of State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commissions have been established above the county level
according the Interim Measures for the Supervision and
Administration of State-Owned Assets of the Enterprises, which was
issued by the State Council on May 27, 2003. 
The State-Owned Assets of the Enterprises Law of the People's
Republic of China was issued on Oct. 28, 2008, and will become
effective on May 1, 2009. These agencies operate under the
administration of the State Council and corresponding local
governments. However, they are protected from all political
interference except by the leadership of the Communist Party of
China (CPC). 

Recommended reference: 1. The Interim Measures for the
Supervision and Administration of State-Owned Assets of the
Enterprises: http://202.99.23.199/page/browseotherlaw.cbs. 

2. State-Owned Assets of the Enterprises Law of the People's
Republic of China:
http://www.chinacourt.org/flwk/show.php?file_id=131002. 

 

68b    In practice, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 50

References: 1. State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Information
Center, "Proceedings of Communications with new officials," June
11, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. "A suspicion on State-owned Assets Supervision
and Administration's functioning," China Business Media, Nov. 17,
2006. [ LINK ] 

68c    In practice, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies receives regular funding.

Score: 75

http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n1180/n1566/n259790/n265436/4905026.html
http://www.pm123.net/pmnews/view.asp?artid=25413


References: 1. State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration(SASA), "A
Review of SASA's activities of past 5 years," June 15, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This should be the most authoritative source in terms of its funding.
SASA has had increased funding in past years. 

68d    In practice, when necessary, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism
overseeing state-owned companies independently initiates investigations.

Score: 75

References: 1. "Several Government Agencies Investigate State-Owned Assets in
Other Countries," People's Daily, July 25, 2007. 2. "SASA initiates
investigations on the salaries of state-owned firms," China News,
May 14, 2007. [ LINK ] 

68e    In practice, when necessary, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism
overseeing state-owned companies imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 75

References: 1. Zhou Jianchu "Can The Decree of State-Owned Assets
Supervision Commission Discipline the Behavior of State-Owned
Enterprises," Financial Times, Aug. 3, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. "State-Owned
Assets Supervision Punishes Two State-Owned Enterprises," The
Beijing News, Aug. 3, 2007. [ LINK ] 

http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n1180/n1566/n259805/n265691/4931892.html
http://news.qq.com/a/20070514/001721.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2007-08/03/content_6468486.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2007-08/03/content_6467507.htm


69: Can citizens access the financial records of state-owned companies?

69a    In law, citizens can access the financial records of state-owned companies.

Score: NO

References: No such laws exist. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

One thing should be pointed out, the state-owned publically listed
firms should disclose financial records. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Most of the state-owned enterprises are large in size and are likely to
be listed. 

 

69b    In practice, the financial records of state-owned companies are regularly updated.

Score: 25

References: 1. Wang Yong, "The distribution of State-owned assets' profits and
the establishment of social security system," Baidu Finance, Feb. 26,
2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

State-owned firms generally will not disclose its financial records,
except for publicly listed firms. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Even for the listed state-owned enterprises, the information that is
disclosed is often incomplete and misleading. 

 

69c    In practice, the financial records of state-owned companies are audited according to
international accounting standards.

Score: 25

References: 1. Wang Mingyan, "Why the Auditing Work of State-Owned
Enterprises Cannot avoid Self-Supervision," The First Financial and
Economic Times, July 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Tian Xiaoxia, Shi Zheng
and Zhang Yanfeng, "Some Discussions on CPA Auditing
State-Owned Enterprises," China Economist No. 4, 2006. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, the records of publically listed state-owned enterprises are
available due to corporate governance requirements imposed by the
Securities Regulatory Commission. For many other firms, there are
audits. These audits are not publically available. In terms of an
auditing standard, there is some gap between international audit
standards and local standards. However, this problem is being
improved, since many foregin audit companies are hired by publically
listed state-owned enterprises. 

69d    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of state-owned companies within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

http://finance.baidu.com/n/finance/hongguan/hgyw/2008-03-06/17264670242.html
http://www.china-audit.com/neibu/2007-07-12/1184203373844337.htm
http://scholar.ilib.cn/Abstract.aspx?A=jjs200604144


References: 1. Wang Mingyan, "Why the Auditing Work of State-Owned
Enterprises Cannot avoid Self-Supervision," The First Financial and
Economic Times, July 12, 2007. 2. Tian Xiaoxia, Shi Zheng and
Zhang Yanfeng, "Some Discussions on CPA Auditing State-Owned
Enterprises," China Economist No. 4, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The financial records are not publically accessible. But some
publically listed, state-owned firms' records are available according to
Securities Law. 

69e    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of state-owned companies at a
reasonable cost.

Score: 25

References: 1. Wang Mingyanm "Why the Auditing Work of State-Owned
Enterprises Cannot avoid Self-Supervision," The First Financial and
Economic Times, July 12, 2007. 2. Tian Xiaoxia, Shi Zheng and
Zhang Yanfeng, "Some Discussions on CPA Auditing State-Owned
Enterprises," China Economist No. 4, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments of Sub-Indicator 69d. 



70: Are business licenses available to all citizens?

70a    In law, anyone may apply for a business license.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of Company Law of China. 

70b    In law, a complaint mechanism exists if a business license request is denied.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of Company Law of China. 

70c    In practice, citizens can obtain any necessary business license (i.e. for a small import
business) within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: 1. Beijing Administration for Industry and Commerce, "Instructions on how
to apply a license." [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no specific study on the days of obtaining a licence in the past
year. However, it's not difficult and generally one month will be enough.
Partly this is the effect of Administrative License Law of the Peoples
Republic of China, which was passed in 2003, but the effect is more
obvious. 

70d    In practice, citizens can obtain any necessary business license (i.e. for a small import
business) at a reasonable cost.

Score: 50

References: 1. Beijing Administration for Industry and Commerce, "Instructions on how
to apply a license." [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no specific study on the days of obtaining a licence in the past
year. However, it's not difficult and generally one month will be enough.
Partly this is the effect of Administrative License Law of the Peoples
Republic of China, which was passed in 2003, but the effect is more
obvious. 

http://www.baic.gov.cn/wsbs/bszn/qydjzc/
http://www.baic.gov.cn/wsbs/bszn/qydjzc/


71: Are there transparent business regulatory requirements for basic health,
environmental, and safety standards?

71a    In law, basic business regulatory requirements for meeting public health standards are
transparent and publicly available.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of Product Quality Law of China. 

71b    In law, basic business regulatory requirements for meeting public environmental
standards are transparent and publicly available.

Score: YES

References: Product Quality Law of China, Environmental Protection Law of China. 

71c    In law, basic business regulatory requirements for meeting public safety standards are
transparent and publicly available.

Score: YES

References: Product Quality Law of China. 



72: Does government effectively enforce basic health, environmental, and
safety standards on businesses?

72a    In practice, business inspections by government officials to ensure public health
standards are being met are carried out in a uniform and even-handed manner.

Score: 50

References: 1. General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and
Quarantine of PRC's rule. 2. Zhang Zhong'an, "A senior official of General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine
Committed Suicide," Economic News Daily, Aug 13, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Generally, there are clear standards and clear procedures that every firm
should follow. Exceptions exist due to the corrupt officials. 

72b    In practice, business inspections by government officials to ensure public
environmental standards are being met are carried out in a uniform and even-handed manner.

Score: 50

References: 1. General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and
Quarantine of PRC's rule. 2. Zhang Zhong'an, "A senior official of General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine
Committed Suicide," Economic News Daily, Aug. 13, 2008. [ LINK ] 3, Zhu
Zhongyuan, "From Environmental Protection Campain to Corruption",
China Reform, No 7, 2008. [ LINK ] 

72c    In practice, business inspections by government officials to ensure public safety
standards are being met are carried out in a uniform and even-handed manner.

Score: 50

References: 1. General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and
Quarantine of PRC's rule. 2. Zhang Zhong'an, "A senior official of General
Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine
Committed Suicide," Economic News Daily, Aug. 13, 2008. [ LINK ] 3, Zhu
Zhongyuan, "From Environmental Protection Campain to Corruption",
China Reform, No 7, 2008. [ LINK ] 

http://www.51kj.com.cn/news/20080813/n178341.shtml
http://www.51kj.com.cn/news/20080813/n178341.shtml
http://www.xschina.org/show.php?id=12667
http://www.51kj.com.cn/news/20080813/n178341.shtml
http://www.xschina.org/show.php?id=12667


73: Is there legislation criminalizing corruption?

73a    In law, attempted corruption is illegal.

Score: NO

References: No law exists on this. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

73b    In law, extortion is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 8 of Criminal Law of China. 

73c    In law, offering a bribe (i.e. active corruption) is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 8 of The Criminal Law of China. 
"Navigating Chinas New Anti-bribery Measures." Allen and Overy
LLP. December 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

A report from international law firm Allen and Overy states: "In the
past, it was not entirely clear where commercial bribery fell within the
overall scheme of the PRC Criminal Law, or even whether
commercial bribery could give rise to criminal offences at all. For the
first time, the 2008 Opinion clarifies that commercial bribery
encompasses each of the eight criminal offences relating to bribery
under the Criminal Law, including the crime of accepting a bribe,
whether by a state official (Article 385), a non-state official (Article
163) or by an entity or danwei (UM) (Article 387); the crime of
bribery, whether the target of such bribery is a state official (Article
389), a non-state official (Article 164), or an entity or danwei
(Article 391); bribery by an entity or danwei(Article 393); and the
crime of serving as an intermediary in the commission of an illegal
bribe (Article 392)." 

73d    In law, receiving a bribe (i.e. passive corruption) is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 8 of the Criminal Law of China. 
"Navigating Chinas New Anti-bribery Measures." Allen and Overy
LLP. December 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

A report from international law firm Allen and Overy states: "In the
past, it was not entirely clear where commercial bribery fell within the
overall scheme of the PRC Criminal Law, or even whether
commercial bribery could give rise to criminal offences at all. For the
first time, the 2008 Opinion clarifies that commercial bribery
encompasses each of the eight criminal offences relating to bribery
under the Criminal Law, including the crime of accepting a bribe,
whether by a state official (Article 385), a non-state official (Article
163) or by an entity or danwei (UM) (Article 387); the crime of

http://www.allenovery.com/AOWeb/binaries/49632.PDF
http://www.allenovery.com/AOWeb/binaries/49632.PDF


bribery, whether the target of such bribery is a state official (Article
389), a non-state official (Article 164), or an entity or danwei
(Article 391); bribery by an entity or danwei(Article 393); and the
crime of serving as an intermediary in the commission of an illegal
bribe (Article 392)." 

73e    In law, bribing a foreign official is illegal.

Score: NO

References: In China's legal environment, bribing a foreign official is not defined.
In terms of corruption, one essential element defined in Criminal Law
is that one object involved must be civil servants and people working
in public sector. It doesn't define bribing foreign officials yet. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Chinese criminal law has extraterritorial applications. A Chinese
citizen who bribes a foreign official overseas is guilty of an offense. 

 

73f    In law, using public resources for private gain is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 8 of the Criminal Law of China. 

73g    In law, using confidential state information for private gain is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 8 of the Criminal Law of China. 

73h    In law, money laundering is illegal.

Score: YES

References: The 6th Amendment to the Criminal Law of China. 

73i    In law, conspiracy to commit a crime (i.e. organized crime) is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of the Criminal Law of China. 



74: Is there an agency (or group of agencies) with a legal mandate to address
corruption?

74    In law, is there an agency (or group of agencies) with a legal mandate to address
corruption?

Score: YES

References: 1. The Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Bureau, established by The
Supreme People's Procuratorate of China. 2. Central Disciplinary
Committee. 3. Ministry of Supervision. 



75: Is the anti-corruption agency effective?

75a    In law, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) is protected from political interference.

Score: NO

References: The anti-corruption agencies in China are either part of the central
committee of China's Communist Party, or an organ under The
Supreme People's Procuratorate of China. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are actually one specific anti-corruption law. But there are
some chapters in Criminal Law dealing with it. However, it doesn't
indicate that it's independent of political influence. And in China,
corrupt officials are investigated by disciplinary committee before
judicial sector involve. It's hardly non-political 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In law, the anti-corruption agencies are protected from political
interference. However, like all other institutions in China, they must
accept the leadership of the Communist Party of China (CPC). 

 

75b    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) is protected from political
interference.

Score: 25

References: 1. Ding Huan-xiang, Wang Hai-liang and Chen Li-feng, "Thinking on
the Operation of Juridic Institution of the Anti-Corruption Bureau
Through the Analysis of ICIC and Its Features of Operation," Journal
of Political Science and Law, No. 1, 2007 . 2. "The New State
Anti-Corruption Bureau of China Can Buy Experience from ICAC of
Hong Kong," Chendu Daily, March 21, 2007. 

75c    In practice, the head of the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) is protected from
removal without relevant justification.

Score: 50

References: 1. Yang Danna "New Anti-Corruption Measures," South Monthly, July
1, 2007. 2. Zhang Jingyong and others, "Representatives
recommending an enhancement of indipendence of anti-corruption
agencies," Xinhua News, March 11, 2007. [ LINK ] 

75d    In practice, appointments to the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) are based on
professional criteria.

Score: 75

References: 1. Liu Shushu, "Examination should not be the only method to select
public servants," Shangbao Shiping, March 7, 2008. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, all new public servants must pass written and oral
examinations. Those passing these examinations will be given
comprehensive training before they actually start their work. 

75e    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) has a professional, full-time staff.

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2007-03-11/094912486161.shtml
http://newedubig5.jxnews.com.cn/system/2008/03/07/002695517_01.shtml


Score: 75

References: 1. Tian Gang, "The effective measure to control corruption," Ban Yue
Tan, Oct. 29, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. China established the "National
Bureau of Corruption Prevention" in December 2007. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: China has a huge number of professionals who work in the
anti-corruption agencies. 

 

75f    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) receives regular funding.

Score: 75

References: 1. Fa Xuan, "A review of Qinghai's anti-corruption activities," Qinghai
News, June 3, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. China established the "National
Bureau of Corruption Prevention," in December 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

China in recent years has devoted more and more resources to
controlling corruption. Evidence is the establishment of National
Bureau of Corruption Prevention. 

75g    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) makes regular public reports.

Score: 75

References: "Taizhou Court and Prosecutor's Report Were Almost Rejected,"
Southern Net, April 5, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Each year, the anti-corruption agency (an affiliate of the prosecutor's
office) must report to the National People's Congress. Its reports are
available, although these reports may not be so clear and detailed.
However, like in the listed source above, the NPC has started to use
voting machines. The possibility that the reports are rejected is pretty
high. 

75h    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) has sufficient powers to carry out
its mandate.

Score: 50

References: 1. Ding Huan-xiang, Wang Hai-liang and Chen Li-feng, "Thinking on
the Operation of Juridic Institution of the Anti-corruption
Bureau--Through the Analysis of ICIC and Its Features of Operation,"
Journal of Political Science and Law, No. 1, 2007. 2. "The New State
Anti-Corruption Bureau of China Can Buy Experience from ICAC of
Hong Kong," Chendu Daily, March 21, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In some cases, the anti-corruption agency will be influenced by
senior officials, especially when investigating higher ranked officials.
But in the current situation, it is possible that anti-corruption forces
will get a clear approval from higher enough officials to investigate all
cases. 

75i    In practice, when necessary, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) independently
initiates investigations.

Score: 50

http://news.xinhuanet.com/legal/2007-10/29/content_6969422.htm
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2008-06-04/071315677608.shtml


References: 1. Ding Huan-xiang, Wang Hai-liang and Chen Li-feng, "Thinking on
the Operation of Juridic Institution of the Anti-corruption
Bureau--Through the Analysis of ICIC and Its Features of Operation,"
Journal of Political Science and Law, No. 1, 2007. 2. "The New State
Anti-Corruption Bureau of China Can Buy Experience from ICAC of
Hong Kong," Chendu Daily, March 21, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

See comments of Sub-Indicator 75h. 



76: Can citizens access the anti-corruption agency?

76a    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) acts on complaints within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Over 70% of corruptions are reported by the public," Fazhi Wang, June
26, 2008. [ LINK ] 2. "Complaints Go Nowhere," The Beijing News, June
21, 2007. 

76b    In practice, citizens can complain to the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) without
fear of recrimination.

Score: 25

References: 1. "Rules of Protecting Whistleblowers," issued by Central Disciplinary
Committee. 2. "The death of whistle-blower," Development Forum, May 3,
2008. [ LINK ] 3. "One Woman Was Physically Harmed Due To
Whistleblowing Corrupt Officials," Legal Weekly, May 7, 2007. [ LINK ] 

http://www.law-lib.com/fzdt/newshtml/yjdt/20080626084120.htm
http://big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big5/news.xinhuanet.com/forum/2008-05/13/content_8148864.htm
http://news.sohu.com/20070507/n249878727.shtml


77: Is there an appeals mechanism for challenging criminal judgments?

77a    In law, there is a general right of appeal.

Score: YES

References: Criminal Procedure Law of China. 

77b    In practice, appeals are resolved within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Insisting Appeal Finally Redressed," Shenghuo News, April 27, 2007. [
LINK ] 2. Li Yunqing, "A note on the difficulties in appeals mechanism,"
Papers and Proceedings of Criminal Appeals Committee, 2006. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In terms of time period, there is no data concerning the average time. It
depends on many factors, such as the strength of appeals, and which
officials or government agencies are involved. For the usual cases,
appeals must be addressed within 15 days, for other cases there are
exceptions. However, for some cases, particularly involving some high
ranking officials at various levels, may take much longer. In some cases,
the appeals are just not acknowledged. 

77c    In practice, citizens can use the appeals mechanism at a reasonable cost.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Insisting Appeal Finally Redressed" Shenghuo News, April 27, 2007. [
LINK ] 22. Li Yunqing, "A note on the difficulties in appeals mechanism,"
Papers and Proceedings of Criminal Appeals Committee, 2006. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Typically, this cost includes transportation, room and board. If going to
court, lawyers' fees and time involved are heavy burdens. 

http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/21606/14900/151/2007/4/li203011281972470026993-0.htm
http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/21606/14900/151/2007/4/li203011281972470026993-0.htm
http://www.yqqllawyer.cn/add.asp?ID=24
http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/21606/14900/151/2007/4/li203011281972470026993-0.htm
http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/21606/14900/151/2007/4/li203011281972470026993-0.htm
http://www.yqqllawyer.cn/add.asp?ID=24


78: Do judgments in the criminal system follow written law?

78    In practice, do judgments in the criminal system follow written law?

Score: 50

References: 1. Li Fei, "The discretionary power of judges in criminal trials and the
corruption of judges," 2006. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In criminal trial, judges have a lot of discretionary power in terms of
the severity of punishment. Compared to civil trials, criminal trials
involve more corruption. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The law is harsh and judges are mostly following rules. Because
most of the defendants are poor and because of close supervision by
the prosecution, corruption is less serious a problem in criminal trials. 

 

http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/21601/21714/21623/2006/5/zh26756933132560021722-0.htm


79: Are judicial decisions enforced by the state?

79    In practice, are judicial decisions enforced by the state?

Score: 50

References: 1. Chen Hongwei, Lian Yingting, "China will establish deterrance
mechanism to enforce judicial decisions," Fazhi Daily, Nov. 4, 2007. [ LINK
] 2. He Chunzhong, "A case of the enforcement failure of judicial
decisions," China Youth Daily, June 12, 2007. [ LINK ] 

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/l/2007-11-04/092912841941s.shtml
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/l/2007-11-04/092912841941s.shtml
http://zqb.cyol.com/content/2007-06/12/content_1790921.htm


80: Is the judiciary able to act independently?

80a    In law, the independence of the judiciary is guaranteed.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 8 of the Judges Law of PRC. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Although the leadership of the Communist Party of China (CPC) in
China is guaranteed by the Constitution of the People's Republic of
China and although the CPC has set up a network of political and
legal affairs committees to supervise the judiciary, the nominal
independence of the judiciary is guaranteed by such statutes as
Public Procurators Law of the People's Republic of China, the
Judges Law of the People's Republic of China, and Criminal
Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China. 

 

80b    In practice, national-level judges are protected from political interference.

Score: 25

References: 1. Jin Baoquan, "On the independence of judiciary sector," 2008. [
LINK ] 2. Interview with Mr. Teng Biao by Zhang Min. [ LINK ] 

80c    In law, there is a transparent and objective system for distributing cases to
national-level judges.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 2 of the Criminal Procedure Law of China. 

80d    In law, national-level judges are protected from removal without relevant justification.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 3 of the Judges Law of China. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Of course, in practice, this may be another story. 

http://www.lwlm.com/html/2008-06/46290.htm
http://www.lwlm.com/html/2008-06/46290.htm
http://tmd-news.blogspot.com/2007/06/blog-post_12.html


81: Are judges safe when adjudicating corruption cases?

81a    In practice, in the last year, no judges have been physically harmed because of
adjudicating corruption cases.

Score: YES

References: No evidence was found. 

81b    In practice, in the last year, no judges have been killed because of adjudicating
corruption cases.

Score: YES

References: No evidence was found. 



82: Do citizens have equal access to the justice system?

82a    In practice, judicial decisions are not affected by racial or ethnic bias.

Score: 50

References: 1. Wang Zhuqing, "Researches on the Retirement Issue of Female
Professionals," Gender and Law in China, May 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, judicial decisions are generally not affected by racial bias,
but there is some favorable treatment to minority groups, such as
Tibetans. This is a difference from some Western countries. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Racial discrimination may not be a serious problem in China's legal
system, but discrimination based on residence is a serious one.
Migrant workers are overrepresented in the criminal justice system,
especially in death penalty cases. 

 

82b    In practice, women have full access to the judicial system.

Score: 50

References: 1. State Council, "Gender Equality and the Development of Women's
Status in China," August 2005 2. "A Case of Protecting Women's
Rights," Yanzhao City News, Sept. 12, 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, generally, women have full access to the legal system with
some exceptions, such as access is restricted because of low income
and illiteracy. Although some free legal aid is possible, however,
there is still a gap in distributing this aid to women, who may be
ignorant of the existence of legal aid. 

82c    In law, the state provides legal counsel for defendants in criminal cases who cannot
afford it.

Score: YES

References: Chapter 1 of Regulations of Legal Aid. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: But it is mandatory only in cases that involve juveniles or those cases
where there is a potential for the death penalty. 

 

82d    In practice, the state provides adequate legal counsel for defendants in criminal cases
who cannot afford it.

Score: 50

References: 1. Chen Jian, "Policy Suggestions about Legal Aid to Criminal
Cases," China Court, July 18, 2007. 2. China Legal Aid Foundation
and in each level of court, free legal counsel is available to those who
cannot afford the legal service. 



Peer Reviewer's Comments: The state is required to provide legal representation only in cases
that involve juveniles or those cases where there is a potential for the
death penalty. Experts estimate that only 30 percent of those
defendants who could not afford representation were represented by
state lawyers. 

 

82e    In practice, citizens earning the median yearly income can afford to bring a legal suit.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Lawyers' Law reduces litigation costs" Suzhou Daily, Oct. 30,
2007. [ LINK ] 2. Xue Kai, "Yeoman requests a low-cost litigation,"
Xibu Pufa Wang, July 2, 2007. [ LINK ] 

82f    In practice, a typical small retail business can afford to bring a legal suit.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Lawyers' Law reduces litigation costs," Suzhou Daily, Oct. 30,
2007. [ LINK ] 2. Li Mingzheng, "A survey of litigation situations of
underprevilaged groups," Private Law, 2006. [ LINK ] 

82g    In practice, all citizens have access to a court of law, regardless of geographic location.

Score: 50

References: 1. Chen Ruihua, "The Judicial Trial Should Be Open," Caijing
Magazine, June 19, 2007. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In each county, there must be a court. In some places, a court is even
established in towns, or there are migrant courts. Judges go to
villages to handle some small cases, reducing litigation costs. 

http://www.law-star.com/cacnew/200710/65008721.htm
http://www.xbpf.gov.cn/platform/news_view.asp?newsid=1467
http://www.law-star.com/cacnew/200710/65008721.htm
http://www.privatelaw.com.cn/new2004/ndlf/..%5Cshtml%5C20060616-215303.htm


83: Is the law enforcement agency (i.e. the police) effective?

83a    In practice, appointments to the law enforcement agency (or agencies) are made
according to professional criteria.

Score: 50

References: 1. "Judicial Examination Is Needed for Entering the Law Profession,"
Shanxi Evening News, Aug. 19, 2005. 2. Zhang Yue, "The
Independence of Judges Needs Addressing," Liao Wang Dong Fang,
July 6, 2005. 3. Lin Tianfa, "On Weakening the Politization and
Returning of Nature of Judicial Power," The Journal of Fujian Institute
of Political Science and Law, Vol.7 No.1 P.15-19, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In China, all new legal practitioners, including lawyers, judges, and
prosecutors, must pass the National Legal Examination, an extremely
difficult exam. 

83b    In practice, the law enforcement agency (or agencies) has a budget sufficient to carry
out its mandate.

Score: 75

References: 1. Zhou Yuhua, "Expanding the source of funding for court," Sandong
Court, March 2008. [ LINK ] 2. Wu Hangming, "The reduction of
litigation fee endangers courts' operation expenditure," Xinhua News,
May 9, 2007. [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Budget is actually determined historically and each year, generally, a
certain percentage increase proportionate with economic
development. Agencies raise funds from other channels, such as
extortion, corruption etc, in most cases, they raise funds to provide
additional benefit to its staff, such as building apartments, office
building and other benefits, not for law enforcement itself. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: As a matter of common practice, the government often provides a
partial budget to law enforcement agencies, which have to raise the
rest of their funds through other means. 

 

83c    In practice, the law enforcement agency is protected from political interference.

Score: 25

References: 1. Jin Baoquan, "On the independence of judiciary sector," 2008. [
LINK ] 2. An interview with Mr. Teng Biao by Zhang Min. [ LINK ] 

http://www.sdcourt.gov.cn/art/2008/03/18/art_14524.html
http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2007-05/09/content_6072019.htm
http://www.lwlm.com/html/2008-06/46290.htm
http://www.lwlm.com/html/2008-06/46290.htm
http://tmd-news.blogspot.com/2007/06/blog-post_12.html


84: Can law enforcement officials be held accountable for their actions?

84a    In law, there is an independent mechanism for citizens to complain about police action.

Score: NO

References: No independent mechanism. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

While there may be formal processes in law, none of these mechanisms are
truly independent. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There are two independent mechanisms for citizens to complain about
police action. According to Administrative Procedure Law of the People's
Republic of China, they may lodge a complaint to a local court. Another way
is to complain to a supervisory organ, which is set up according to the Law
of the People's Republic of China on Administrative Supervision to handle
complaints about civil servants including policemen. 
Suggested reference: 

1. Administrative Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=4274. 

2. Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative Supervision:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134. 

 

84b    In practice, the independent law enforcement complaint reporting mechanism responds to
citizen's complaints within a reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: 1. Wang Keqing, Liu Sikun "1359 complaints in the Past six Years from
Yongquan Village, Daqing," China Rural Areas Research Network Working
Paper, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Ren Hua & Hu Xingdou, "Studies on citizens'
complaints in China," 2008. [ LINK ] 

84c    In law, there is an agency/entity to investigate and prosecute corruption committed by law
enforcement officials.

Score: YES

References: Supreme People's Prosecutor's Office and its local branches of China,
established by the constitution. 

84d    In practice, when necessary, the agency/entity independently initiates investigations into
allegations of corruption by law enforcement officials.

Score: 50

References: 1. Xi Mingqiang, "On supervising judges," Beida Yinghua, June 2008. [ LINK
] 2, Qiao Xinsheng, "Introducing jury system to monitor judges," Jin Yang
Wang, 2007. [ LINK ] 

84e    In law, law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings.

Score: YES

References: Chapters 8 and 9 of the Criminal Law of China. 

http://www.shwd.net/shownews.asp?newsid=664
http://www.huxingdou.com.cn/xinfang.htm
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://www.ycwb.com/big5/xkb/2007-01/12/content_1347011.htm


84: Can law enforcement officials be held accountable for their actions?

84a    In law, there is an independent mechanism for citizens to complain about police action.

NO

No independent mechanism. 

While there may be formal processes in law, none of these mechanisms are
truly independent. 

There are two independent mechanisms for citizens to complain about
police action. According to Administrative Procedure Law of the People's
Republic of China, they may lodge a complaint to a local court. Another way
is to complain to a supervisory organ, which is set up according to the Law
of the People's Republic of China on Administrative Supervision to handle
complaints about civil servants including policemen. 
Suggested reference: 

1. Administrative Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=4274. 

2. Law of the People's Republic of China on Administrative Supervision:
http://law.chinalawinfo.com/newlaw2002/SLC/SLC.asp?Db=chl&Gid=18134. 

 

84b    In practice, the independent law enforcement complaint reporting mechanism responds to
citizen's complaints within a reasonable time period.

25

1. Wang Keqing, Liu Sikun "1359 complaints in the Past six Years from
Yongquan Village, Daqing," China Rural Areas Research Network Working
Paper, 2007. [ LINK ] 2. Ren Hua & Hu Xingdou, "Studies on citizens'
complaints in China," 2008. [ LINK ] 

84c    In law, there is an agency/entity to investigate and prosecute corruption committed by law
enforcement officials.

YES

Supreme People's Prosecutor's Office and its local branches of China,
established by the constitution. 

84d    In practice, when necessary, the agency/entity independently initiates investigations into
allegations of corruption by law enforcement officials.

50

1. Xi Mingqiang, "On supervising judges," Beida Yinghua, June 2008. [ LINK
] 2, Qiao Xinsheng, "Introducing jury system to monitor judges," Jin Yang
Wang, 2007. [ LINK ] 

84e    In law, law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings.

YES

Chapters 8 and 9 of the Criminal Law of China. 

http://www.shwd.net/shownews.asp?newsid=664
http://www.huxingdou.com.cn/xinfang.htm
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://lt.chinalawinfo.com/news/view.aspx?id=726
http://www.ycwb.com/big5/xkb/2007-01/12/content_1347011.htm


84f    In practice, law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings.

Score: 75

References: 1. Xinhua News Agency, "Zhejiang Province initiates investigations in law
enforcements sector," 2007. [ LINK ] 2, "Institutional failure leads to
corruption cases in law enforcement," Qilu Evening News. [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings if they
are involved in a crime or corruption case. 
Recommended Reference: Judiciary Corruption Cases Dispose Institutional
Defects: http://www.dzwww.com/synr/sd/200709/t20070917_2472930.htm. 

 

http://www.cdbos.chengdu.gov.cn/show.aspx?cid=36&id=407
http://www.dzwww.com/synr/sd/200709/t20070917_2472930.htm


84f    In practice, law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings.

75

1. Xinhua News Agency, "Zhejiang Province initiates investigations in law
enforcements sector," 2007. [ LINK ] 2, "Institutional failure leads to
corruption cases in law enforcement," Qilu Evening News. [ LINK ] 

Law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings if they
are involved in a crime or corruption case. 
Recommended Reference: Judiciary Corruption Cases Dispose Institutional
Defects: http://www.dzwww.com/synr/sd/200709/t20070917_2472930.htm. 

 

http://www.cdbos.chengdu.gov.cn/show.aspx?cid=36&id=407
http://www.dzwww.com/synr/sd/200709/t20070917_2472930.htm
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